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Stenasellus chapmani n. sp.
Crustacea Isopoda Asellota des eaux
souterraines de Borneo (Sarawak)

Guy Magniez*

SUMMARY
The females of a new species of StenaselIidae have been discovered in Snake
Cave (=Gua Siput) , in Sarawak, 4th Division, Malaysia (Gunong Mulu National Park, Borneo Island), by Mr. Philip Chapman, of Bristol, U!K., during an
expedHion of the 'Royal Geographical Society. The females of another larger
species were known previously f,rom several Cambodian caves. This suggests
the existence of a general distribution of this family in the underground waters
of the Peninsula and of the large Islands of ,the Indochinese Platform. Nevertheless, we must wait for the discovery of ,the males of these species ,to study
their relationships, either with the European, or with ithe African stocks of
the family.

Stenasellus
Origine

n.sp.

chapmani
du materiel

A l'occasion d'une expedition de la Royal Geographical Society au Sarawak me de Borneo), des Isopodes aquatiques ont
ete captures, en mars 1978, par Monsieur Philip Chapman de
Bristol (Grande Bretagne) a l'interieur de la grotte Snake Cave
(=Gua Siput) , dans Gunong Mulu National Park, 4th Division
(coordonnees du massif de Gunong Mulu: 4°4'N, 114°56'E). Les
Asellotes ont ete trouves dans un gour d'eau claire, a fond limoneux, mais a marges de calcite concretionnee propres. Le gour
etait alimente par un minuscule suintement liquide issu d'un
joint de stratification
de la roche. Temperature de l'eau: 24°C.
Altitude: 100 metres (renseignements
aimablement
communiques par M. Philip Chapman, que nous remercions vivement
pour la confiance qu'il nous temoigne).
Lot capture

Trois femelles adultes au repos genital ('Oostegites non fonctionnels presents, sous forme de longues lamelles quadrangu*Labor'!litoire de Biologie Animale
Gabriel, 21100, Dijon, 'France.

et Generale,

Universite

de Dijon,

6, Ed.
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laires, plus etroites proximalement que distalement et se croisant
legerement au niveau de la ligne mediane sternale). Taille
decomptee entre milieu de la marge rostrale du cephalon et
pointe caudale du pleotelson: 6,15 mm (type), 6,10 et 5,90 mm.
La description est faite apres examen de l'ensemble du lot et
la dissection de l'exemplaire n. 2. L'echantillon est destine aux
collections du British Museum (Natural History).
Caracteres

generaux

Stenasellus chapmani n.sp. est un Stenasellide relativement
petit (l'espece decouverte au Cambodge par M.Cl. Boutin, en
1969 depasse 14 mm), mais d'aspect tres semblable aux especes
europeennes, comme St. virei des Pyrenees.
Cephal on globuleux, plus large que long, a marge rostrale
sinueuse (fig. 1). Pereionites a portions pleurales etroites, laissant depasser lateralement
l'expansion exteme du coxopodite
correspond ant (fig. 7). Pleonites I et II libres, bien developpes
en largeur, avec des pointes pleurales bien marquees (fig. 7).
La somme de leurs longueurs equivaut a celle d'un pereionite
moyen. Pleotelson subquadrangulaire,
plus long que large. Largeurs respectives de la tete, des 7 pereionites, des 2 pleonites

Figures 1-6: 1. Tete et penlionite I, en vue dorsale, de la femeHe n.2, de
6,1 mm, de Stenasellus chapmani n.sp. 'Les figures n. 2 a 17 se rapportent au
me me individu; e=666 f-l..2. Uropode gauche, vue dorsale; e=666 u. 3. Antennule
droite, extremite du fouet; e=100f-l.. 4. Mandibule droite; e=200 f-l..5. Maxillule
gauche, lobe interne; e=100 p.. 6. Maxillipede droit, face sternale; b=basipodite, c=coxopodite, o=oostegite reduit; e=200 f-l..
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libres et du pleotelson: 1,04 - 1,26 - 1,40 - 1,43 - 1,46 - 1,48 - 1,42
1,38 - 1,11 - 1,13 et 1,11 mm. Vivants, les Isopodes sont d'une delicate couleur rose (Ph. Chapman, in litt.J, vraisemblablement
par suite de la presence de pigments hemolymphatiques, Gamma
c'est Ie cas chez la plupart des Stenasellides.
Description

Appendices cephaliques: Antennules un peu plus courtes que
la hampe de l'antenne; hampe de 4 et fouet de 9 articles, dont
Ie distal tres petit et partiellement fusionne avec Ie penultieme;
une lame olfactive hyaline de 75-80 ft sur chacun des articles
4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Antennes courtes (3,1 mm), hampe de 6 articles dont
Ie 3eme porte sur sa marge externe une .squama tres developpee
et munie de 2-3 epines lisses (fig. 11); fouet avec seulement 30
articles. Paragnathes
de grande taille et garnis de fines soies
lisses. Mandibules typiques de Stenasellide, it corps court et fortement coude; palpe triarticule bien developpe (fig. 4); processus inGiseur it 4 dents fortement indurees; lacinia mobilis avec
4 dents presque aussi fortes que celles du processus inGiseur,
sui vie d'une rangee de 9 epines dentelees unilateralement
sur

Figures 7-10: 7. Partie posterieure du corps, vue dorsale,6
et 7=pereionites
VI et VII, 1 et 2=pleon~tes Ubres I e,t II; e=666 rL. 8. Mandibule gauche, avec
lacinia
mobilis;
e=200 11.. 9. Pereiopods I droit, face sternale; e=200 rL. 10 Un
des plus gros individus de l'Acinetien ,pedoncule fixe sur la partie submarginale sternale du propodite du .pereio,Pode I; e=40 11..
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la moitie dis tale de leur marge rostrale (11 epines a la mandibule droite, dont la distale bifide, fig. 4,S); lobe molaire portant
11 - 14 soies simples de longueur variable. Maxillules: lobe externe portant 12 lames denticulees et epines barbelees disposees
.sur deux rangees distales; leur longueur croit de 50 a 95 p. de
l'interieur vers l'exterieur; lobe interne avec 3 fortes epines rameuses de 40, 50 et SO p. de long. Maxilles trilobees normales:
lobes externe et moyen portant chacun une rangee distale de
lames falcifonne
(respectivement 7 et 6), dentelees sur leur
marge interne, dont la longueur decroit respectivement de 125
a 60 p. et de 110 a 60 p., de l'exterieur vers l'interieur; lobe interne
portant 12-13 tiges polymorphes, disposees partiellement
sur
deux rangees dis tales et de croissant de S5 a 40 It vers l'interieur.
Maxillipedes: Typiques, sans epipodite; retinacle a 2 crochets;
endite portant 15 - 16 fortes tiges ramifiees: 11 - 12 distales (S-9
marginales et 3 submarginales sternales), les 4 dernieres, sur-

iFigures 11-17: 11. Hampe de l'antenne gauche, avec squama '(s); e=200 It. 12.
Propodite et dactylopodite du pereiopode III droit, face caudale; e=200 ~.
1. Pleopode II droit, face sternale, avec soie eJCQpodiale(e); e=200 11.. 14. Pleopode III droit. face tergale; e=400 j.L. 15. Pleopode IV droit. face sternale;
e=400 ~. 16. Pleopode V droit, face sternale; les endopodites III, IV et V,
charnus et respiratoires, sont pointilles; e= 400 It. 17. Une des ecailles cuticuIaires auriculees de Ia zone marg-inale interne de I'article distal de l'exopodLte
Vi e=40 p,.
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tout la proximale, sont plus grandes et forment une rangee
tergale; palpe de 5 articles, dont Ie proximal porte 2 tiges lisses
et les autres une dizaine; angle proximal interne du coxopodite
avec un petit oostegite charnu (stade de repos genitall, (fig. 6).
Pereiopodes 1: Conformes en gnathopodes; propodite tres renfle
et musculeux, it marge sternale it peine concave, munie de deux
rangees de tiges ensiformes, entre lesquelles peuvent s'engager
les lames tranchantes
de la marge sternale du dactylopodite
(fig. 9).
Pereiopodes II it VII: Chetotaxie relativement simple; dactylopodites avec une seule epine sternale; marge tergale distale des
pereiopodes 2, 3, 4 portant une tige pectinee (fig. 12); longueurs
respectives des pereiopodes I it VII: 1,70 - 2,17 - 2,16 - 2,10 - 2,30
2,63 et 2,95 mm; longueurs relatives it P. II: 0,78 - 0,99 - 0,96
1,06 - 1,21 - 1,35.
Pleopodes II ~: Subtriangulaires et independants l'un de l'autre
leur taille est assez forte; la soie exopodiale (e) est presente
(fig. 13).
Pleopodes III: Exopodite ':ndure subquadrangulaire,
tres
grand; suture interarticulaire legerement oblique; quelques courtes soies lisses marginales dis tales (fig. 14).
Pleopodes IV: Exopodite ovalaire grand, indure, mais mince

;

1\
""I

"\

I

;,

\\

....

e

Figures 18.22: 18. Pleopode III gauche de Stenasellus sp. du Cambodge (femelIe adulte de 14,5 mm,au ,repos genita!); e=l mm. 19. Pleopode IV gauche de
la meme; e= 1 mm. 20.. Pleopode V gauche de la meme; ,1es endopodites III,
IV et V, charnus et respiratoires, sont bifides sur leur quart distal; e= 1 mm.
21. Pleopode II gauche de la meme; e=666 IJ.. 22. Lame interne de la maxiIlule
gauche de la meme, avec 3 tiges :ramifiees et une soie simple distales; e=200 fJ.'
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et hyalin; suture interarticulaire
tres oblique; marge externe
finement ciliee; marge distale et marge interne des deux articles
garnie d'une quarantaine de courtes tiges plumeuses (fig. 15).
Pleopodes V: Exopodite subovalaire indure, mince et hyalin;
suture interarticulaire
a peine oblique; marge distale interne
portant de fines ecailles epicuticulaires (fig. 16).
Pleopodes III, IV et V: Endopodites charnus, a role respiratoire, tres developpes; completement bilobes, ils comprennent
deux lames disposees cote a cote: la piece externe, regulierement
ovalaire est plus courte, la piece interne, plus developpee, est
bananiforme (figs. 14, 15, 16). D'autres Stenasellidae posse dent
ainsi des endopodites III, IV et V bilobes: Stenasellus pardii
Lanza de Somalie, genre Balkanostenasellus
Cvetkov de Bulgarie et Yougoslavie, Parastenasellus chappuisi <Remy) d'Afrique
occidentale, Magniezia studiosorum Sket du Senegal, mais on
ne peut raisonnablement
attribuer aucune valeur phylogenetique a un tel caractere, qui apparait uniquement sur les especes de petite taille, alors que les especes de grande taille qui
leur sont respectivment
apparentees
portent des endopodites
entiers: Stenasellus pardii (5 mm) et St. costai Lanza. Messana
et Chelazzi (25 mm); Magniezia studiosorum
(4-5 mm) et M.
guinensis (Braga) (18 mm), par exemple. Ainsi, Ie Stenasellus
sp. de grottes du Cambodge, qui depasse 14 mm, Ie plus proche
geographiquement
de St. chapmani n. sp. posse de des endopodite III, IV et V seulement bifides distalement (fig. 18, 19, 20).
Uropodes: Tres typiques, leur longueur vaut les 9/10 de cene
du pleotelson; endopodite legerement plus long que l'exopodite
(fig. 2).

Organisme

phoretiques

Les endopodites des pleopodes III, IV et V, en particulier leur
lobe externe, sans doute plus charnu, portent de nombreux
Acinetiens sessiles ovoides, d'environ 20 x 30 tJ.. Cependant, un
ftutre type d'Acinetien pedoncule (fig. 10), tres semblable a
Choanophrya stenaselli Matjasic, 1963, observe sur les Stenasellus virei hussoni des grottes pyreneennes,
vit fixe en divers
points de St. chapmani: angle interne du 3eme article de la hampe de l'antenne, articles 3 et 5 du maxillipede, sternites, a l'abri
des oostegites 1, 2, 3, sternit.~ thoracique 5, pres des orifices genitaux, mais surtout sur les pereiopodes. Voici la repartition numerique de ces organismes sur les pereiopodes droits de la ~
n. 2: pereiopode I: basipodite: 2, ischiopodite: 3, meropodite: 4,
carpopodite: 8, propodite: 21, dactylopodite: 0: II: 0-2-1-3-0-0;
III: 0-1-1-0-0-0; IV: 2-2-0-1-0-0; 11: 1-2-1-0-0-0; VI: 0-2-1-1-0-0; VII:
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2-3-1-0-0-0. Sur Ie propodite I, les Acinetiens s'alignent, en rangees paralleles, au pied des tiges submarginales
sternales. Si
l'on rappelle que les Stenaselles utilisent principalement
leurs
pereiopodes I pour capturer et maintenir leurs proies, on constate que les Acinetiens pedoncules sont nombreux la ou la nourriture exogene est abondante: ces organi$mes phoretiques sont
des c1eptobiontes, plus que des ectoparasites. Ailleurs que sur
Ie pereiopode I, ils ne subsistent individuellement
qu'en des
points situes a l'abri des frottements et des nettoyages du Crustace. Leur abondance laisse pre sager que, comme chez St. virei,
les intermues de St. chapmani n. sp. doivent etre de longue duree,
malgre la temperature elevee du milieu.

Rema'rques systemtiques

Le male de St. chapmani n'etant pas connu, il est hasardeux
de chercher a etablir les affinites precises de cette forme.
L'aspect de l'exopodite du pleopode IV, avec une suture interarticulaire tres oblique et surtout une armature de tiges ramifiees
.s'etendant sur la marge rappelle les especes du genre Magniezia
d'Afrique occidentale, mais il serait premature d'y voir un indice
de parente precise et nous attribuerons Ie Stenasellide de Borneo
au genre Stenasellus, jusqu'a ce qu'une revision generale de ce
genre soit possible.

Remarques

ecologiques

et biogeographiques

Si nous nous referons a l'exemple de Stenasellus virei, la decouverte d'un petit nombre d'individus dans un gour d'une grotte est l'indice de l'existence d'un peuplement plus general des
eaux souterraines de la region concernee: eaux du massif karstique, mais aussi eaux des nappes phreatiques
des bassins
hydrographiques
adjacents. Des prospections ulterieures seront
done necessaires pour evaluer l'extension de ces peuplements.
Par ailleurs, l'ile de Borneo constitue une vaste terre emergee
(736.000 Km2) et il est possible qu'elle recele plusieurs especes
de Stenasellides. L'existence de ces peuplements insulaires ne
pose pas de problemes biogeographiques
insolubles, les iles de
Borneo, Java, Sumatra, faisant partie de la plateforme continentale et ayant ete reliees a la peninsule indochinoise lors des
regressions quaternaires. On peut meme prevoir de futures decouvertes de Stenasellides, tant dans les autres grandes iles de la
plateforme que dans la peninsule malaise elle-meme.

GUY MAGNIEZ
RESUME'
Les femelles d'une nouvelle espece de StenaseUidae ont ete decouvertes dans
la grotte {(Snake Cave» (=Gua Sipt), au Sarawak, 4eme division, Federation
de Malaisie (Gunong Mulu National Park, ile de Borneo), par M. Philip Chap.
man de Bristol (Grande.Bretagne),
a l'occasion d'une expedition de la Royal
Geographical Society. Les femelles d'une autre espece, plus grande, etaient
precedemment connues de .plusieurs grottes cambodgiennes. Ceci laisse prevoir
I'existence d'un peuplement general, par cette famille, des eaux souterraines
de la peninsuIe et des grandes iles de la plateforme indochinoise Cependant,
il convient d'attendre la decouverte des males de ces especes etudier leurs
affinites, soit avec les lignees eUTopeennes, soit avec les lignees africaines de
la famille.
Manuscrit 'termine Ie 12 decembre 1978.
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Observations on the Biology of Cave
Planarians of the United States

Jerry H. Carpenter*

SUMMARY

Observations are made on the biology of several species of cave planarians
(mostly of the family Kenkiidae) collected alive from over 50 caves in 14 sta,tes.
Most of these species were maintained in laboratory cultures at 120C::!::
30C.
Food eaten was exitremely variable. Funotions of the anterior adhesive organ
included food capture, 10comotion, defense against predators, and probably
chemoreception, mechanoreception,
and as a holdfast in strong currents. Predators probably consist of fishes, crayfishes, and salamanders. Sporozoan and
ciliated parasites
were found occasionally. Cocoons were found in winter,
spring, and summer; ,they hatched in about 3 months and contained 2 Ito 17
young.

INTRODUCTION
About 50 species of planarians
are recognized from the
United States, and nearly half of them have been found in
caves. Some of these cave dwellers are more often found outside caves and are considered troglophiles (facultative cavernicoles) rather than troglobites (obligatory cavernicoles).
Although many other species will be mentioned and compared, this paper deals primarily with the troglobitic planarians,
consisting of about 20 species in the genera Sphalloplana, Macrocotyla, and Kenkia; all are presently assigned to the family
Kenkiidae (Kenk, 1975). The taxonomic status of the kenkiids has changed several times since the family was erected
by Hyman in 1937. For discussions of this status see Ball (1974),
Beauchamp
(1961), Carpenter
(1971), Hyman
(1937), Kenk
(1969, 1970, 1972, 1975, 1977), and Mitchell (1968).
The number and identification of the species in my study
* Department of Biological
:Heights, KY 41076 USA

Sciences, Northern

Kentucky

University,

Highland
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are somewhat controversial. The genus Sphalloplana
creates
the greatest problem because populations have been found in
over 200 caves in at least 16 states; many populations are very
similar in appearance so the determination of species becomes
very difficult. In addition, there is some debate among taxonomists concerning the validity of several described species. If
live specimens are observed it is usually quite easy to identify
them to subgenus. This was one of the main reasons I erected
three subgenera of Sphalloplana as follows (Carpenter, 1971):
(ll subgenus Sphalloplana contained S. percoeca, S. georgiana,
S. virginiana,
and S. kansensis; (2) subgenus Speophila contained S. pricei, S. buchanani, S. hubrichti, and S. weingartneri; and (3) subgenus Polypharyngea
contained S. mohri. Kenk
(1977) has added seven new species to this genus as follows:
S. evaginata, S. californica, S. culveri, S. consimilis, and S. subtilis (all in the subgenus SphalloplanaJ;
and S. holsingeri and
S. chandleri
(both in the subgenus SpeophilaJ.
Considering the relatively large number of species of troglobitic plonarians and their wide geographic range, it is surprising that almost nothing but their systematics has been studied.
It is the purpose of this paper to report basic biological information on the troglobitic planarians
I observed periodically
from 1968 to 1978.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cave planarians were collected alive from over 50 caves in
14 states: subgenus Sphalloplana from West Virginia, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia; subgenus Speophila from
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Missouri, Kentucky, and Tennessee; subgenus Polypharyngea
from Texas; Macrocotyla from West Virginia, Iowa, and Missouri; Dendrocoelopsis americana from Oklahoma; Phagocata
bursaperforata
from Alabama; and Phagocata mo'rgani from
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky, and Alabama;
and Phagocata gracilis from Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and Missouri. Many of these specimens were
photographed alive, then maintained in cultures for observation.
They were kept in refrigerators that fluctuated between 9° and
14°C. Most sexually mature worms were preserved by modifications of the rapid freeze technique described by Carpenter
(1969). In order to compare internal morphologies, serial secctions were prepared, by standard histological procedures, from
about 150 specimens.
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RESULTS

Habitat.

As might be expected, not all species of cave planarians are
found in the same type of habitat. Perfectly quiet water such
as that of many cave rimstone pools is apparently preferred by
S. percoeca (Fig. 1l, S. mohri (Fig. 3), D. americana
(Fig. 5),
and P. bursaperforata
(Fig. 8). In these quiet pools the worms
are sometimes found crawling on the underside of the surface
film. Some pools inhabited by S. percoeca may dry up during
summer, and it is not known exactly how the planarians survive;
presumably, they remain in an inactive state imbedded in moist
mud. Barr and Kuehne (1971) concluded that they survive such
dry periods by encysting in mud. But I have kept S. percoeca,
D. americana, and P. bursaperforata
in culture for over a year
without any signs of encystment such as is found in the surface planarian Phagocata velata (Kenk, 1944). Because most
caves have a very high relative humidity, cave planarians can
probably live out of water for some time. Buchanan (1936) noted
in his behavioral studies on S. percoeca that «when agitated the
animals showed a tendency to leave the water and creep about
above the water level. «I have noticed the same tendency, and
pometimes the worms leave the water without being agitated. If
they are not forced back into it, they sometimes remain out long
enough to die from desiccation; I had to check some culture
dishes once or twice a week to find such strays before they died.
Small, slow moving trickles of water in caves are frequently
occupied by S. percoeca and the common surface planarians
P. morgani (Fig. 7) and P. gracilis (Fig. 6). Streams of medium
to large size are more often occupied by M. glandulosa (Fig. 4),
P. gracilis and the species of subgenus Speophila I have observed: S. pricei (Fig. 2), buchanani, S. hubrichti, and S. weingartneri. However, this habitat separation is by no means absolute.
For instance, S. percoeca is occasionally found in streams, and
the speophila species are sometimes in quiet pools. It is not
known to what extent various species occupy interstitial habitats, but P. gracilis and P. morgani are common inhabitants of
springs in some areas, and Speophila species have been found
in a few springs.
Regardless of habitat, planarians may sometimes be seen in
the open, but more often they are found under rocks. Buchanan
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(1936) suggested that it is "probable that the flatworms are
located on the nether side of rocks because they are deposited
there by water currents and because the same currents deposit
under the rocks the materials which furnish their subsistence».
I have never observed their showing any preference for the
nether sides of rocks, nor is there any indication the worms are
often carried downstream by currents. Even surface planarians
can crawl about on the surface of rocks in very strong currents
because the force of the current approaches zero very near the
substrate (Macan 1961>.
It is not unusual for two or more species to live in the same
microhabitat in a cave. Especially noteworthy is the stream in
Blowhole Cave, Pendleton County, West Virginia, where many
specimens of Macrocotyla
hoffmasteri
and P. Morgani
were
found along with one of S. percoeca and two of the alloeocoels
Geocentrophora
cavernicola
(Fig. 9). This slow moving stream
was particularly high in organic debris (Carpenter, 1970).
Although the stream in Blowhole Cave did not seem to be
heavily polluted, other caves that are definitely polluted (by
many human standards) sometimes contain large populations
of planarians. The thousands of worms I saw in Bat Cave, Adair
County, Oklahoma, were obviously not affected adversely by
the large deposits of bat guano. Holsinger (1966) reported the
effects of human organic pollution on the invertebrate fauna in
Banners Corner Cave, Russell County, Virginia. In my visit to
this cave on 14 July 1969, these effects were still noticeable. An
extremely large population of P. gracilis was found in the pool
fed by the polluted water; the large population of worms was
probably related to the great number of tubificid worms also
inhabiting the pool. No S. pricei were found in the polluted pool,
but two specimens were found in unpolluted rims tone pools in
another part of the cave. Since I have found S. pricei and P. gracilis cohabitating in other caves, the absence of the former in
the polluted pool suggests a low tolerance to human organic
pollution. This is substantiated
by observations in Mill Creek
Cave near Nashville, Tennessee; McRitchie (1959) reported that
Speophila were found in this cave in 1953, but when I visited
the cave on 17 July 1969, it was rather badly polluted and no
worms could be found.
Water temperature
in various planarian caves is extremely
varied. For istance, the water in Devil's Hole, Nye County, Nevada, where Dugesia diabolis lives is about 35°C (Halliday, 1935);
in Ezell's Cave, Hays County, Texas, where S. mohri lives it is
about 23°C (Hyman, 1939a); in most caves east of the Mississippi
River it usually ranges around 10° to l4°C, but planarians have
been found in a few places where the water was near O°c. This
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Figs. 1-9
1. Live Sphalloplana
(Sphalloplana)
percoeca fram Mammoth Cave, Edmonson, County, Kentucky, with food (blood) in intestine. 2. Live Sphalloplana
(Speophila)
pricei from Cathedral Cave, Edmonson County, Kentucky. 3. Live
Sphalloplana
(Polypharyngea)
mohri from Ezell's Cave, Hays County, Texas.
4. Live Macrocotyla
glandulosa from stream by Connor's Cave, Boone County.
Missouri. 5. Live Dendrocoelopsis
americana
from Bat Cave. Adair County.
Oklahoma. with food (blood) in intestine. 6. Live depigmented Phagocata gracilis from Banners Corner Cave. Russell County, Virginia. with food (blood) in
intestine. 7. Live Phagocata morgani from Flatworm Cave. Jackson County.
Alabama. 8. Live Phagocata bursaperjorata
from Eudy Cave. Marshall County.
Alabama. with food (,blood) in intestine. 9. Live Geocentrophora
cavernicola.
a cave alloeocoel (not a planarian) from Blowhole Cave, Pendleton County,
West Virginia.
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does not mean that most cave planarians are tolerant of wide
ranges in temperature. Those found in relatively warm water
are usually tolerant to cold temperatures
as well, but worms
normally living in cold water are seldom tolerant to warm temperatures. Buchanan (1936) kept two S. percoeca at 24°C for 3
hours without injurious effect. Although I did not perform extensive experiments, I found that some species (especially stream
dwellers such as S. priceiJ cannot live very long at temperatures much above 14°C. Worms sent through the mail died in less
than 48 hours if the temperature was not kept low by the use
of a vacuum bottle.
Although cave planarians
(including S. percoecaJ are sometimes found in the twilight zone of caves and some species are
found in springs, their tolerance to sunlight is low. Both Buchanan (1936) and McRitchie (1959) noted that a brief exposure
to strong sunlight resulted in writhing and eventually in death
and disintegration of species of Sphalloplana.
Food

Although cave planarians often will not feed as readily as
many surface species and they frequently reject commonly used
planarian food such as liver, they will sometimes feed on a variety of foods in the laboratory. For convenience, I usually gave
them dried blood, but other foods taken include Trichoptera
larvae and pupae, black fly (Simulium)
larvae, adult house
flies, juvenile scorpions, earthworms, crickets, raw beef, hot
dogs, isopods, and amphipods. Crayfish and marine shrimp are
reported as good food sources by Kenk (1977). Cave planarians
are probably not very selective in their choice of food in caves,
where the variety of food available is usually limited by the
environment. Only rarely have I observed cave planarians feeding in caves except for times I used bait to attract them. At
the bottom of the 40 m Graham Pit, Jackson County, Alabama, I
found hundreds of S. percoeca in a pool about 1.8 m in diameter; most of them had red, gray, or black food particles in the
gut; 10 were found feeding on a large June beetle. No other living animals such as isopods or amphipods were seen in the
pool, so there is no doubt that the large population of worms
was supported by animals that accidentally fell into the pit. The
area surrounding the pool had many live salamanders, millipedes, and insects that survived the fall but probably eventually
would die in the pool. In other caves where accidentals do not
contribute significantly to the diet of planarians,
terrestrial
cave animals may be the main source of food. Mitchell (1968)
reported seeing a Texas cave worm (S. mohrO feeding on a cave
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cricket of the genus Ceuthophilus. I observed P. morgani feeding
on a cave millipede in Mauldin Cave, Powell County, Kentucky;
and in Sauta Cave, Jackson County, Alabama, I found several
dead millipedes in pools containing S. percoeca.
In most caves aquatic isopods and amphipods live together
with and probably contribute to the diet of the worms. Amphipods and isopods that I crushed were eaten by S. percoeca and
S. pricei, and Mitchell (1968) reported seeing a Texas cave worm
feeding on the amphipod Stygonectes russelli. However, I maintained isopods and amphipods alive in culture dishes with S.
percoeca and S. pricei for several months without signs of predation. Therefore, it appears that only sick, dead, or very young
crustaceans are eaten by planarians. If this were not true, where
both the worms and crustaceans are confined to a small pool,
all the prey would soon be eaten by the predator, which would
then die of starvation. It is a good general rule that part of the
prey population must be immune to predation in order for both
predator and prey to survive.
It is peculiar that while most surface planarians gradually become very small if they are starved for several weeks, I have
maintained some starved Sphalloplana
in cultures for several
months without their losing any weight; occasionally, they have
even become sexually mature during these periods. This indicates that either their metabolic rates are extremely low or,
perhaps more likely, that they feed on microscopic organisms
or organ'ic debris in the cultures. This pmsibility is substantiated by the fact that worm populations are significantly higher
in areas of caves where bat or cricket guano falls into the water.
Levengood (1940) observed that D. americana «appeared to be
feeding on bat feces which were abundant in the water there».
Although it is possible that the worms feed only on guano-eating
crustaceans, the distinct possibility remains that they feed directly on the guano. Furthemore, when I fed planarians crushed
cruntaceans in the laboratory, their pharynges could be seen
ingesting the intestinal contents of the prey, which presumably
contained mostly organic debris.

Function

of anterior

adhesive

organs.

Many cave planarians have an anterior adhesive organ of
considerable taxonomic value, but there have been few observations on the use of this organ. In American cave planarians
there appear to be two basic types: one found only in D. americana, the other in the genera Sphalloplana,
Macrocotyla,
and
probably Kenkia.
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Figs. 10 _ 15
10. Live Procotyla jluviatilis
in Jeech-like movement, x 7. 11. Live
with adhesive organ (protruded in preparation for grasping
prey, x 15. 12. Live P. jluviatilis
with adhesive organ retracted; note similarity
to Fig. 5 of Dendrocoelopsis americana, x7. 13. Preserved Sphalloplana percoeca
from Sauta Cave, Jackson County, Alabama; adhesive organ protruded, x 15.
14. Live Macrocotyla
lewisi from Tom Moore Cave, Perry County, Missouri;
adhesive organ protruded, x 15. 15. Live Sphalloplana mohri from Ezell's Cave,
Hays County, Texas (from a trasparency lent ,by 'R. W. Mitchell); adhesive
organ protruded slightly (this is the normalpos~tion
during regular gliding
movements, x 7.
Procotyla

jluviatilis
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The adhesive organ of D. americana is similar to, but smaller
than, that of the relatively common surface planarian Procotyla
fluviatilis
(Figs. 10-12) and some other dendrocoelids. There
have been no significant studies on the D. americana adhesive
organ except Hyman's descriptions of the species (1939a, 1939b),
and the only significant study of the P. fluviatilis adhesive organ (or grasping organ) was made by Redfield (1915). This type
of adhesive organ is shaped somewhat like a pair of lips that
can grasp food and other objects as described by Redfield (1915)
and Chandler (1968). Dendrocoelopsis americana also appears
to grasp its prey with the adhesive organ while trying to subdue
it. However, D. americana is surely less effective in food capture
than is P. fluviatilis because it has a much smaller and apparently weaker adhesive organ.
Redfield (1915) and Chandler (1968) performed experiments
on P. fluviatilis that indicated the adhesive organ contains chemoreceptors and mechanoreceptors
that help find food. In addition, both D. americana and P. fluviatilis use the adhesive organ for rapid forward movements similar to those of leeches or
inchworms. This leech-like movement can be observed in nearly
all freshwater planarians regardless of the normal presence or
absence of an adhesive organ. The only exception I am aware
of is Plana ria occulta, which Kenk (1969) said displays no such
movement.
The adhesive organ of Sphalloplana and Macrocotyla differs
considerably from the Dendrocoelopsis and Procotyla type. Instead of having a pair of lip-like structures that can grasp prey,
this type has a single tongue-like structure (Figs. 13-27) protruding through a relatively small opening at the anterior end. In
S. percoeca (Figs. 19-20) and S. mohri (Fig. 15) the tip of the
relatively small adhesive organ is normally held near the opening; in members of the subgenus Speoph~la (e.g., S. priceiJ and
in Macrocotyla the adhesive organ is larger and is either held
near the opening or, more frequently, it is rather deeply invaginated like the finger of a glove turned partially inside out
(Figs. 22-23). In all cases the organ can be rapidly extended considerably past the anterior margin of the head where it is employed in a variety of ways. Its most obvious function is in the
leech-like movements already described where it is extremely
quick and efficient. Mitchell (1968) suggested that; «this type
movement is probably most often used as an escape action removing the animal quickly from the mechanoreceptive and chemoreceptive range of predators». I preserved several cave planarians by the rapid freeze technique not only with the adhesive organ in a normal position but also in various phases of
the leech-like movement (Figs. 13, 18, 24, 25, 26, 27).
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Hyman (1937) suggested that the adhesive organ of Sphallois probably used in food capture, but most investigators
who have examined live cave planarians have had no success
in feeding them (e.g., Buchanan, 1936; Mitchell, 1968). As mentioned, most of the time I fed my cave planarian cultures on
dried blood because of convenience. However, in order to examine the possible use of the adhesive organ in food capture, I
fed some planarians live food. On one occasion a live Trichoptera pupa was placed in a culture dish containing two S. percoeca
from Mammoth Cave, while I watched through a dissecting microscope. Both planarians approached the pupa, and while still
a body length away, they started moving their adhesive organs
in and out rather rapidly. When they were only about 2 mm
away, they lunged at the pupa with their adhesive organs fully
extended. They then crawled over the pupa for a few seconds
before they began the feeding process, which lasted about 30
minutes. Mitchell (1974) also observed the use of the adhesive
organ in food capture in S. mohri; Sphalloplana pricei and Macrocotyla do not eat as well in culture as S. percoeca, and their
use of the adhesive organ in food capture has not been observed, but it is probably employed in a similar manner. Since the
adhesive organ of Kenkia rhynchida
(Fig. 26) is very similar
morphologically to that of S. pricei and Macrocotyla, its function
is also probably similar, but only the examination of live specimens will substantiate this.
There are also some indications that the adhesive organ of
Sphalloplana
is used as a stimulus receptor. The rapid movement of the organ in S. percoeca just before lunging onto the
Trichoptera pupa may have been to increase reception of stimuli. The stimuli in this case were probably chemical in nature
since the prey was inactive. On several occasions I noticed S.
pricei stop its forward motion, raise its head above the substrate
and protrude the adhesive organ for several seconds. It is possible that the worm was intending to catch prey swimming
through the water, but since there was no such suitable food in
the culture dish, it seems more likely that it was using the organ
as a stimulus receptor.
I observed one other unusual use of the adhesive organ. On
one occasion S. pricei was seen to use it as a weapon by rapidly
striking it at the small paint brush I was using to remove it
from the culture dish. On still another occasion I introduced
live ostracods into a culture of S. pricei; the worms would not
feed on them, but one was observed to strike rapidly at a nearby ostracod as an apparent defense movement. Although I know
of no other records of the adhesive organ of planarians being
used as a weapon, some species in other taxa are known to have
similar structures with this function. One example is the pro-
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Figs. 16-23.All figs., x 30.
16. Frontal section of S. percoeca from Sauta Cave, Jackson County, Alabama;
adhesive organ protruded. 17. Sagittal section of S. percoeca from Sauta Cave,
Jackson County, Alabama; adhesive organ protruded. 18. Sagittal section of
S. percoeca from Clemons Cave, Jackson County, Kentucky; adhesive organ
slightly protruded. 19. Frontal section of S. percoeca from John Rogers Cave,
Jackson County, Kentucky; adhesiVe organ retracted. 20. Sagilttal section of
S. percoeca from Clemons Cave, Jackson County. Kentucky; adhesiVe organ
retracted. 21. Sagittal section of S. mohri (paratype A of Miltchell's S. reddelli);
adhesive org'an retracted. 22. Sagittal section of Macrocotyla
glandulosa
from
stream at Connor's Cave, Boone County. Missouri; adhesive organ retracted.
23. Sagittal section of S.pricei
from Stoke~ Lane Spring, Nashville, Tennessee;
~~eS1Ve organ retr~cte~t
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rnynchid alloeocoel Prorhyncus applanatus, which at the anterior end has a pharynx used as an organ of defense (Kepner
and Taliafero, 1916).
It is obvious that the adhesive organ of cave planarians has
a variety of uses. However, it is interesting to speculate why the
organ should be developed to a higher degree in cave planarians
than in most surface worms. It is probable that planarians might
use the organ to grasp the substrate to avoid being washed out
of the cave even though most planarians need the additional
aid of the organ only during heavy precipitation when the water
is not only very swift but also is loaded with silt so that grasping
is made more difficult. Surface planarians, on the other hand,
probably would not have so much difficulty holding on during
these times because they can easily wrap around bits of algae,
moss, or vascular plants common in surface streams but absent
in caves. There would be strong natural selection pressures on
cave planarians to develop methods of staying firmly attached
to the substrate because those not doing so could be washed out
of the cave and into surface streams where survival would be
more difficult.
Predators.

There have been few observations regarding predation on
caye planarians, but fishes, salamanders, and crayfishes appear
to be the only potential predators since they are the only large,
aquatic cohabitants
with planarians.
It is also noteworthy
that I observed no fishes, salamanders, or crayfishes in pools of
water containing cave planarians although they do occasionally
occur in the same streams. No predation of cave fishes on planarians has been recorded. Only one observation of predation
by salamanders is known: J. E. Cooper (personal communication) reported seeing the spring salamander Gyranophilous porphyriticus
feeding on P. gracilis in Banners Corner Cave, Russell County, Virginia. The only observation regarding crayfish
predation has been in the laboratory. One day I placed three
P. gracilis in a culture dish with a cave crayfish, Orconectes pellucidus, and the next day the worms were gone. Some surface
planar'ians are highly cannibalistic, but cannibalism has not
been observed in cave planarians.
Parasites.

Kenk (1969) noted that all specimens of Plana ria occulta (identified from a well in Virginia) he examined were heavily in-
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fested with the holotrichous ciliate Sieboldiellina
plana.riarum;
these ciliates were found in the intestine, pharyngeal pouch,
and copulatory bursa. In one of my specimens of S. percoeca
from Hurt Cave, Wayne County, Kentucky, I found an unidentified large ciliate (Fig. 30) in the intestine but it did not appear similar to Sieboldiellina
planariarum.
Several specimens
of S. percoeca from John Rogers Cave, Jackson County, Kentucky, were heavily infested by parasites in the mesenchyme
(Figs. 28-29); and these closely resembled Holmquist's (1967)
photographs of gregarines (Lankesteria or MonocystellaJ found
in the surface planarian Dendrocoelopsis piriformis from Alaska.

Reproduction.

One of the major problems associated with planarian taxonomy is the fact that sexually mature specimens are usually needed to make positive identification. Fortunately, there is only
one cave planarian, the troglophile P. morgani, that reproduces
primarily asexually. During asexual reproduction the animals
simply pull apart in the area posterior to the pharynx, so many
specimens are small and they often have a short post-pharyngeal region. If these animals are fed well in the laboratory, they
.will often become sexually mature (Kenk, in litt.).
Other cave species examined have a fairly high percentage
of mature specimens in most populations. The appearance of
sexually mature specimens does not appear to be seasonal as in
some surface species. Kenk (1969) stated that in Plana ria occulta «the fact that sexually mature animals were collected in
March, April, and November makes it probable that their sexual maturity is not of a seasonal nature». McRitchie (1959) indicated that in his collections of Spalloplana from Stokes Lane
Spring in Nashville, Tennessee, «the animals have been abundant during the whole period from November until June except
for a small decrease in number during December. During April
and May, numerous specimens were found». I have found mature individuals of S. percoeca and S. pricei at all times of the
year, although there appears to be a slightly greater incidence
of mature specimens in winter. Some populations are significantly higher in the winter, but this is probably related to the
fact that more suitable pools are available during the wet season. McRitchie (1959) found that «there is apparently no correlation between size and sexual maturity, although immature
animals usually ranged in the smaller dimensions». In some
respects I agree with this observation since a few individuals
less than 6 mm long show signs of maturity and some larger
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Figs. 24.31.
24. Sagittal section of S. pricei from Stokes Lane Spring, Nashville, Tennessee;
adhesive organ attached to substrate in early par.t of leech-like movement, x 30.
25. SagitJtal section of S. Ipricei from Stokes Lane Spring, Nashville, Tennessee;
adhesive organ attached to substrate in late par.t of leech-like movement, x 30.
26. Sag:ttal section of Kenkia rhynchida adhesive organ retracted, after Hyman
(1937b), x 30. 27. S. pricei (whole mount cotype of Hyman's type series of S.
pricei from Refton Cave, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania);
adhesive organ and
surrounding .tissue in form of snout, x 30. 28. Numerous gregarine parasites
in mesenchyme of S. percoecafrom
John Rogers Cave, Jackson County, Kentucky, x 30. 29. Enlargement of Fig. 28, x 60. 30. Ciliated parasite in intestine
of S. percoeca from Hurt Cave, Wayne County, Kentucky, x 30. 31. Young S.
pricei with broken cocoons (left) and unbroken cocoons (center) from Stokes
Lane Spring, Nashville, Tennessee, x 15.
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ones do not. However, there is undoubtedly a tendency for the
largest wonns to have the highest probability of maturity. The
lack of maturity in some large individuals may be related to
parasitism or poor food availability.
There is some indication that once the species of Sphalloplana
become mature, they will stay that way. I observed about 10
wonns in a small pool in John Rogers Cave, Jackson County,
Kentucky, over several consecutive months during which time
the largest individuals stayed mature and the smallest ones remained immature. No small juveniles were ever observed in this
pool, nor did the smallest individuals appear to become larger;
however, detailed notes on each specimen were not kept. I starved some mature individuals in the laboratory for several
months, and at least some of these did not return to an immature state. However, in D. americana some individuals I obseryed became partly (and perhaps entirely) mature for a few
.weeks during early summer and then returned to the immature state during late summer. It is not known whether these
changes are related to the irregular feeding schedule or whether
they indicate a natural cycle.
No records have been published on the cocoons or young
of the American kenkiid planarians, so my few observations on
these stages of the life cycle are of some interest. On 26 May
1969 I found one cocoon in a culture containing only S. percoeca
from Mammoth Cave; the cocoon was placed in a separate dish.
It was spherical, about 1 mm in diameter, and not attached by
a stalk as are cocoons of Dugesia. On 30 August 1969 I found
two young worms about 2 mm long on the side of the culture
dish above water level. One worm was dead, but the other
lived about 9 days. The exact dates of cocoon deposition and
hatching are not known since cultures were checked only about
once a week, but I assume that development took about 3
months. Another cocoon of S. percoeca was collected in John
Rogers Cave, Jackson County, Kentucky, on 7 March 1977. By
28 April 1977 three young had hatched. Each worm was about
5 mm long and continued to remain healthy for over a year
even though I never fed them.
On 13 August 1969 I collected several spherical, unstalked
cocoons about 1 mm in diameter from Stokes Lane Spring in
Nashville, Tennessee, along with many large S. pricei. On 14
September 1969 four of these were broken accidentally while
they were being photographed. About 5 to 10 young S. pricei
were in each cocoon, but all these died in a few hours, presumably because they were not fully developed. On 27 October
1969 two of the unbroken cocoons were found to be broken open
and about 20 young were in the culture dish (Fig. 31l. By 10 November 1969 another cocoon yielded 17 young. Therefore, about
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2 iz to 3 months elapsed between the collection of the cocoons
and the hatching of the young. Since the cocoons had probably
been deposited several days before they were collected, 3 months
again seems to be a reasonable estimate for development time.
Kenk (1977) reported that a worm from his culture from this
same locality deposited a cocoon in June that hatched in about
12 weeks and yielded nine young.

It is interesting that cocoons of the surface planarian Procofluviatilis
(not collected from caves) I have kept at cave
temperature
(about 13°C) hatched in 19 to 23 days and contained one to seven young. The few references to planarian development in the literature indicate that most surface planarians develop in less than a month, but the data are difficult
to compare because of the various temperatures
at which different investigators have maintained cultures. Kenk (1973) reported that three cocoons of D. americana maintained at 14cC
hatched in about 6 weeks and yielded one, two, and three young.
Gourbault (1969) compiled a table of most of the available information on this subject; the shortest development time listed
for surface species is 10 to 20 days (for Dugesia lugubris) and
the longest is 3 months (for Dendrocoleum album). However,
the cavernicolous species mentioned by Gourbault develop in 2
to 6 months. Therefore, it is apparent that the development of
cave planarians, generally takes considerably longer than for
surface forms.
tyla

I collected unbroken but apparently sterile cocoons in Blowhole Cave, Pendleton County, West Virginia, and in the stream
outside Connors Cave, Boone Couny, Missouri. None of these
yielded any young. The spherical, unstalked cocoon collected
n::Jar Connors Cave presumably came from M. glandulosa, because it is the only planarian known from that area that is capable of producing a cocoon this large (2 mm in diameter).
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RESUME
Des observations ont ete faites sur la biologie de plusieurs especes de pIanaires cavernicales (la plupart de Ia famille des Kenkiidae) recolteesvivantes
dans plus de 50 grottes reparties dans 14 Etats. La plupart de ces especes ont
ete maintenues en alevage au laboratoire, a la temperature de 12oC:.!:3°C. Leur
nourriture a ete tres variable. L'organe adhesif anterieur assure les fonctions
suivantes: capture des proies, locomotion, defense contre les predateurs
et
probablement chemoreception, mecanoreception, ainsi que cramponnement lorque l'animal est dans un fort courant. ,Les predateurs sont probablement des
poissons, des ecrevisses et des salamandres. Des Sporozoaires et des Cilies parasites ontparfois
ete trouves. Les cocons se rencontrent en hiver, au printemps et en ete; ils eclosent au bout de 3 mois environ et contiennent 2 a 17
jeunes.
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Absolute Population Censuses of Cave-Dwelling Crickets:
Congruence Between Mark-Recapture and Plot Density
Estimates.

Gianmaria

Carchini*, Mauro Rampini* and Valerio Sbordoni*

SUMMARY
The absolute size, N, of a Dolichopoda
geniculata population
was estimated
both by the 'Lincoln-Petersen index and the total count on sample plot methods in a natural cave in Centra'l Italy. 19 pairs of estimates, obtained over
2 years, exhibit a seasonal pabtern and a mean value of N ~ 430. Differences
between estimates obtained with the 2 methods are not significant (P
0.8).
These results, and data from the Uterature enable most of the major factors
infuencing the two types of estimates to be identified .. Respective cases where
methods may be preferably applied are suggested.

>

INTRODUCTION
It has often been stressed that cave environments
are ideal
for certain areas of ecological research
because of several
intrinstic characteristics
such as stability of abiotic factors,
community
simplicity and small populations
(Poulson and
White, 1969; Sbordoni, 1982; Howarth, 1983). Several researches have, in fact, studied ecology, genetics and evolution using
cave populations. In many of these studieds, one of the fundamentally important parameters
is absolute population size,
N (Culver, 1982; Sbordoni, 1982).
Estimating N for cave-dwelling populations, has been the subject of several works over recent years. Today, by far the most
widespread is the simple Lincoln-Petersen mark-recapture
method (Mitchell, 1970a and 1970b; Peck, 1975; Keith, 1975; Cooper,
1975; Delay, 1975; Mitchell, Russel & Elliot, 1977; Alvarez et aI.,
1981; Van Luik, 1981), some of the presuppositions
of which
seem more likely to be true for caves than for other environments. Other, less commonly used methods are: multiple mar•
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king (Hobbs, 1981) and actual count over a whole area (Bouvet
et aI., 1972).
Unfortunately, however, the true effectiveness of the methods
used and their respective robustness to deviations from theoretical assumptions cannot be evaluated or deduced from the literature. Only two papers (Mitchell, 197Gb; Delay, 1975) gave
estimates for N obtained by separate and unrelated methods,
and of the three populations sampled, only one provided values
of N (obtained by two meth'Ods) that were in good agreement.
This paper reports on the congruence between estimates for
N in a population of the cave cricket Dolichopoda geniculata
(Costa) carried out over two years of observations.
The particular morphology of the cave selected for this study
at Valmarino, Italy, enables both the Lincoln-Petersen and the
plot density methods to be applied in optimal conditions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study cave

The Valmarino cave is of natural ongm, situated in Central
Italy (Municipality
of Monte San Biagio, Latina Province)
is 15 m a.s.I. and 2 km from the coast. Of average size (124 m
long), it extends horizontally with flat floor, walls and ceiling
which are poor in speleothems and other formations, owing to
its particular sand lithology. Hence census-taking was facilitated by the internal form of the cave. Absence of fissures
in the rock and the xerothermic climate of the surrounding
area make it difficult for the eutroglophilic fauna t'O disperse
from the cave. A detailed description of the cave and its community are to be found in: Carchini et aI., (1982).
The study population

are cave-dwelling crickets distributed throughout
the Mediterranean
Basin. Like other temperate Raphidophoridae, the may be considered as relicts of interglacial fauna from
forest environments (Vandel, 19641. D. geniculata is to be found
in central and southern parts of Italy and is constantly and
abundantly present in cave communities. Natural cave populations have been found to be more strictly troglophilic than those
colonizing man-made caves (Rampini et aI., 1981).
The species has 6 preimaginal ins tars lasting for an approx.
total of 1 year and an imago lifespan or about 6 months (Varricchio, 1935; Capolongo, 1966). All ages of D. geniculata are
to be found in the Valmarino cave at all times and range in
body size from 4.5 to 25 mm. Furthermore, the D. geniculata
Dolichopoda
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populatlOn was seen to be distributed
year round.
Density

CRICKETS

throughout
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the cave the

plot estimate

The cave was mapped out by the traverse method using a
measuring tape and transit compass. The internal surface area
of the cave was estimated by measuring sequential cross sections no more than 2 meters high marked out along traverse
sides. The measurements obatined were: floor surface area, 464
m2; wall and ceiling surface area, 1244 m2.
Inside the cave, counting plots of known area were established. After the first year of count, the area of counting plots
was increased. During the first year, 341 m2 were kep t under
observation; in the second year, 623 m2• All counting plots were
located on walls and ceiling, because D. geniculata is rarely to
be found on the floor at Valmarino cave. Calculations did not
include floor area but assumed wall and ceiling surfaces as the
only ones occupied. In the first year, this provided a ratio of
observed surface/total
surface, p, of 0.2741 and, in the second
year, of 0.5008.
Cricket counting was performed (prior to capture for marking) by3 observers, who walked one way, from cave entrance
to cave end, while a fourth person noted count results. Counting
lasted no more than 60 minutes. According to the Seber (1973)
method, population size was calculated N! = No/p and its variance by V INd = N! q/p, were No = number of crickets found
in sampling area and q = I-p; confidence limits at 95% probability were calculated by Nl = 1.96 c;
Mark-recapture

estimate.

Crickets to be marked were captured wherever found in the
cave and enclosed, 10-20 at a time, in polythene bags. After
capturing was completed, a small drop of paint in volatile solvent was painted on each individual, one at a time, on the prothorax. The very few crickets damaged by capture or marking
were removed, the others were released after having waited a
few seconds for the paint to dry.
Recapture was undertaken
48 hours later, using the same
technique. Individuals were checked one by one for markings.
Laboratory tests had shown that the survival rates of marked
crickets are no lower than those for unmarked controls. As
long as 5 months after marking, somes adult marked were seen
in the cave to be engaged in normal activities, including mating.
Population size N2 was calculated using the Bailey (1951) modification of the Lincoln-Petersen
Index, Le. N2 = M (T+ 1)/
(R+ 1) were M = number of marked individuals, T = number
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of individuals caught the second day, R = number of marked
the first day and recaptured on the second. To calculate 95 %
probability confidence limits, distribution of N2 was considered
to be normal because RIM and RIT being greater than 0.1 on
all occasions (Seber, 1973) and then the Bailey (1951) algorithm
was used.

800
700
600
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400
300
200
100

1973

1974

Fig. 1 . N vs. 'time. Solid circles, Lincoln.Petersen
density plot estimates of N.

1975

estimates

of N; open circles,

RESULTS
All estimates of N refer to total population, regardless of age.
During the two years of this investigation, 19 estimates were
made using both methods. Results are reported in table 1. The
95% Confidence ranges overlap 17 times out of 19. Both methods
exhibit substantial variations with time (Fig. 1). Nonetheless,
plot density estimates, clearly exhibit a seasonal trend with minima in spring and maxima in autumn, whereas estimates using
the mark-release method exhibit more erratic oscillations. Hence of the two methods, the plot density estimates seem more suitable, as was to be expected in view of the large proportion of
the cave surface inspected for counting.
Significance of the differences observed between plot density
and mark-recapture
values was checked using the nonparame-

Tab. 1 _ Mark-recapture
and plot density estimates. No, number
N1, Lincoln-Petersen estimates of N; N2, plot density estimates
DATE

M

T

R

Nl

95%

of individuals counted within
of N; M, T, R, P, see text.

C.L.

No

P

N2

sample

plots;

95%

C.L.

26.05.73

73

71

10

478

727/229

145

0.2741

529

602/456

27.09.73

88

78

15

434

619/250

214

0.2741

781

270/692

28.10.73

69

113

22

342

464/220

166

0.2741

606

684/528

05.12.73

76

99

21

345

470/221

102

0.2741

372

433/311

15.01.74

81

102

14

556

808/304

104

0.2741

379

4411317

05.02.74

133

112

48

307

3711243

109

0.2741

398

462/334

0

07.03.74

85

172

26

545

730/360

95

0.2741

347

406/288

0

08.04.74

82

72

13

428

622/233

54

0.2741

197

245/149

27.04.74

82

103

24

341

455/227

76

0.2741

277

330/224

30.05.74

96

84

25

314

412/215

212

0.5008

423

489/357

27.06.74

101

126

38

329

414/244

182

0.5008

363

424/302

22.07.74

87

108

27

339

445/232

253

0.5008

505

577/433

29.08.74

90

91

20

394

539/250

188

0.5008

375

437/313

01.10.74

108

145

33

464

598/329

248

0.5008

495

566/424

18.11.74

102

115

16

696

993/399

241

0.5008

481

5511411

17.12.74

146

121

41

424

527/321

290

0.5008

579

656/502

14.01.75

132

165

48

447

5511343

246

0.5008

491

562/420

27.02.75

133

122

35

454

578/331

178

0.5008

355

415/295

08.04.75

129

156

41
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0.5008
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mean
standard
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tric two-tailed Wilcoxon test and a two-tailed «t" test. Both
tests are suitable for deviations from the normal (Salvi &
Chiandotto, 1978), expected in distribution of N because of observed seasonality. The first test gives P " 0.1; the second test gives P > 0.8. Consequently, the null hypothesis that Nt = Nz is to
be considered as highly probable.
From the results presented, it may be concluded that the population of D. geniculata in the Valmarino cave was estimated
well by with both methods used.

DISCUSSION
Using the Lincoln-Petersen method and quadrat sampling,
Mitchell (1970b) estimated N for populations of Niptus abstrusus (Coleoptera: Ptinidae) and Dermestes carnivorous
(Coleoptera: Dermestidae). With the first method, N for the N. abstrusus was found to be 14 times lower than the second method value. Of the two methods, Mitchell considered quadrat sampling
to be more reliable, attributing error in the Lincoln-Petersen
method to the low detectability of N. abstrusus which is 3-4 mm
long. This, presumably, could have led to marked individuals
be'ing more likely to be recaptured
than unmarked
ones,
thereby giving an under-estimate for N. This error would seem
to be less substantial for D. carnivorous, which is 6-10 mm long,
for which estimates of N using the two methods are really very
similar.
Delay (1975) estimated N for a population of Speonomus Longicornis
(Coleoptera: Catopidae) with the Lincoln-Petersen method plus the counting of all individuals within the cave at one
specific time. His estimated values of N according to the Lincoln-Petersen method are 13-97 times higher than those obtained
by total capture. The author concluded that the population estimated with the Lincoln-Petersen method ranged over a greater
subterranean
habitat than that of the cave accessible to man
l'tnd could not, therefore, truly coincide with the total number
of beetles contained therein. The small size of the beetle (approx. 3 mm) and long interval between marking and recapturing (between 14 and 200 days) could have enabled marked individuals to emigrate from the cave and into the developping
network of cracks in the limestone body.
Keith (1975) estimated the density per square metre of Pseudanophtalmus
tenuis (Coleoptera: Carabidae) using the Lincoln
-Petersen method and counts within plots. The first method provided results from 1.9 to 14.2 times greater than the second.
The author did not discuss the differences observed in terms
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of method reliability but considered both values to be valid and
attributed them to a different distribution of individuals in relation to foraging patterns. It is, however, interesting to note
that density estimates conducted within an area which is 6-8%
the size of the entire surface, do not provide good estimates of
N. Furthermore, the small size of the species (approx. 5 mm
long) and its tendency to hide in cracks and under stones may
have contributed to underestimating N by counting method.
Comparing the foregoing data with our results, the agreement
in values for N for D. geniculata estimated by the two methods
may possibly be due to the following factors: a) actual confinement within the cave of the study population; b) relatively detectability of marked and unmarked individuals; c) negligible
births, deaths and molts between marking and recapture; d)
sufficient mobility of the insects to enable random remixing of
marked individuals with unmarked ones within a short period
of time; e) count surfaces that are proportionally extensive and
lack potential hiding places; f) accuracy in calculating cave
surface areas.
Factors a), b), e) and f) influence density estimate whereas
factors a), b), c) and d) affects accuracy of the mark-recapture
method.
To conclude, it may be observed that:
1) Density estimate method accuraccy is, to a great extent, onditioned by cave morphology and, to a lesser extent, by the biological features of the species studied. Non-optimal experimental conditions lead to estimates that are not very imprecise.
This method seems capable of giving the order of magnitude
of N but precise estimation calls for considerable work in the
field. This type of method does, in fact, seem more suitable to
studies of artificial cave or guanophiles where definite quantities of guano can be found.
2) Mark-recapture results, on the other hand, appear to be influenced essentially by the species being investigated. Non-optimal experimental
conditions may lead to largely imprecise
estimates. These methods are, however, capable of producing
estimates of N with a minor amount of field work and can be
much more widely used in natural and man-made caves as long
as the phenological and behavioral characteristics of the study
species are known and appropriate for this form of census.
From this point of view, Dolichopoda and other cave crickets
seem to constitute highly suitable material for this type of investigation.
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PARAMEXIWECKELlA,
a new Genus of Subterranean
Amphipod Crustacean (Hadziidae) from Northern Mexico

John R. Holsinger.

SUMMARY

Paramexiweckelia,
new genus, is described from a grounwater
outlet in
Cohauila, Mexico. The type-species, by monotypy, is Mexiweckelia
par.ticeps
Holsinger. Based on the number of its ,plesiomorphic (ancesbml) characters,
this genus is the most .primitive member of the family Hadziidae from the
North American mainland.

INTRODUCTION

In the

years following my description of Mexiweckelia paroutlet in Coahulia, Mexico (in Holsinger and Minckley, 1971), it has become apparent that this
species differs significantly from other species of the genus (i.e.,
M. colei Holsinger and Minckley and M. mitchelli Holsinger)
and merits recognition at the generic level (see also Barnard,
1976:425; Bousfield, 1977: 297; Holsinger and Longley, 1980.
Paramexiweckelia,
new genus, is assigned to the family Hadziidae Karaman (1943) as revived and broadened by Bousfield in
1965 at the Third International Colloquium on Gammarus and
Niphargus
in Schlitz (Bousfield, 1977) (see also Stock, 1977).
Zimmerman and Barnard (1977) also redefined the family, but
in a more restricted way than I find acceptable (Holsinger and
Longley, 1980.
The description of Paramexiweckelia
brings the total number of subterranean
freshwater hadziid genera from continental North America to five, including: Mayaweckelia
Holsinger
ticeps from a groundwater
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(1977a) (tWO species) from caves on the Yucatan Peninsula
in southern Mexico; Mexiweckelia Holsinger and Minckley (two
species from a cave and shallow phreatic water in northern
Mexico; and Allotex,£weckelia
Holsinger
(one species) and
Texiweckelia Holsinger (three species) from the Edwards Aquifer of south-central Texas, U.S.A., one of which has been split
off from Mexiweckelia
(Holsinger and Longley, 1980). Else,where in the greater Caribbean region the family Hadziidae
is represented
by: Weckelia
Shoemaker
and Paraweckelia
Shoemaker from caves in Cuba; Alloweckelia
Holsinger and
Peck from a cave in Puerto Rico; Saliweckelia Stock from essentially intestitial, hyperhaline
habitats in the Netherlands
Antilles; Metaniphargus
Stephensen (see also Stock, 1977) from
mostly brackish water caves, wells, springs and related groundwater habitats on various islands of the Greater and Lesser
Antilles; and Protohadzia Zimmerman and Barnard from shallow marine waters off of Puerto Rico and in the Bimini lagoon
(Bahama Islands), which is the only eyed, fully marine hadziid
recorded to date from the Caribbean region.
In order to delineate as completely as possible the diagnostic
characters of this new genus. I have included illustrations of
important structures omitted in the 1971 description of M. particeps.
Paramexiweckelia,
Mexiweckelia

new genus

(Figs. 1, 2).

Holsinger and Minckley, 1971:426 (in part).

Diagnosis
Without eyes and pigment, of subterranean
facies. Interantennal lobe distinct, rounded aneriorly. Antenna 1 longer than
antenna 2, more than 50 percent length of body; ethestacs on
some flagellar segments; accessory flagellum I-segmented. Peduncular segment 4 of antenna 2 with few dorsal spines. Mandible; molar rather prominent, triturative; molar seta absent from
left; palp lacking. Maxilla 1: inner plate with apical, plumose
setae; outer plates with 9 apical, serrate spines; palp 2-segmented, with few apical spines and/or setae. Maxilla 2: inner plate
broader than outer, bearing oblique row of naked setae; both
plates with coarse setae apically. Maxilliped: inner plate with
bladelike spines and naked and plumose setae apically, and
row of plumose setae on inner margin; outer plate bearing row
of bladelike spines apically and subapically; palp 4-segmented.
Lower lip: outer lobes high, well developed; inner lobes absent;
lateral (mandibular) processes long and slender.
Gnathopods not sexually dimorphic, generally similar in both
$exes. Propod of gnathopod 1 longer than broad, subrectangu-
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Figure 1. _ Paramexiweckelia
particeps
(Holsinger). . Small spring, Cuatro
Cienegas basin, CoahuLla, Mexico. Female (4.5 mm): a, head (mouthparts omit.
ted). Male (5.5 mm): b, gnathopod 2 (defining angle spine and rastellate setae
enlarged); C, uropod 1, Female (4.0 mm): d, pereopod 5 (in part); e, pereopod
3 (in part); f, pereopod 4.
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lar; palm short, slightly oblique, with double row of rather
strong, distally un-notched spine teeth; posterior margin elongate, with row of setae. Segment 5 of gnathopod 1 as long as
propod; posterior margin unlobate and not pubescent, bearing
several clusters of small rastellate setae. Propod of gnathopod
2 elongate, longer than propod 1; palm oblique, bearing double
row of strong, distally un-notched spine teeth and several long
setae; posterior margin as long as or a little longer than palm,
bearing several sets of setae. Segment 5 of gnathopod 2 a little
shorter than propod; posterior margin unlobate and not pubescent, bearing several clusters of small rastellate setae. Dactyls
of gnathopods relatively long, closing beyond defining angles.
Coxal plates of gnathopods not enlarged, about as broad as long.
Pereopods 3 and 4 subequal, coxal plates shallow. Pereopods 6
and 7 subequal in length, more than 50 percent length of body,
longer than pereopod 5. Coxal gills comparatively large, subovate, on pereopods 2-6. Sternal gills lacking. Brood plates small
and not fully developed (i.e., not setose) in specimens examined.
Pleonal plates: posterior margins generally straight, with 3
to 4 stiff setae; posterior corners not produced or acuminate;
ventral margins without setae or spines. Pleopods biramous,
peduncles with 4-5 coupling spines each. Uronite free (not
fused), each bearing groups of few spines dorsolaterally. Uropods 1 and 2 biramous, not sexually dimorphic; rami and peduncles bearing normal spines; peduncle of uropod 1 also bearing
ventrolateral spines. Uropod 3 comparatively long, biramous (of
magniramus type); rami I-segmented, of equal length but differing slightly in setal pattern; marginal setae plumose. Telson
longer than broad; apical margin incised nearly to base; apical
lobes and lateral margins bearing slender spines.
Gender is feminine. Type-species, Mexiweckelia
particeps Holsinger (by monotypy).
.
Etymo~ogy.

The generic name, Paramexiweckelia,
is derived by a combination of «Para», which is from the Greek meaning «beside, near
or by», and «M exiweckelia», the name of a related Mexican subterranean amphipod genus.
Remarks.

Although Paramexiweckelia
particeps was originally assigned
to Mexiweckelia
by Holsinger and Minckley (1971), it differs
from the latter genus in a number of important characters: a)
antenna 1 is approximately 80 percent the length of the body,
whereas in Mexiweckelia
it is only about 50 percent the length;
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Figure 2. _ Paramexiweckelia
par.ticeps
Female 1(4.0mm): a, pereopod 7. Female
bles; d, right maxilla 1; e, palp segment
enlarged); g, inner plate of maxilliped;
lip. All mouthparts itO.same scale.

{Holsinger). _ Same locality as fig. l.
('5.0 mm): b, c, ,left and right mandi2 of left maxilla 1; f, maxilla 2 (setae
h, outer plate of maxilliped; i, lower
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b) the accessory flagellum is represented by a single segment,
but in Maxiweckelia this structure is vestigial or absent; c) the
inner plate of maxilla 1 bears plumose seae and the outer plate
has 9 serrate spines in contrast to Mexiweckelia
which has
naked setae on the inner plate and only 7 serrate spines on the
outer plate; d) the gnathopods are not sexually dimorphic as
in Mexiweckelia; e) the posterior margin of segment 5 of the
gnathopods is unlobate and lacks pubescence but bears small
rastellate setae; f) the posterior margins of the pleonal plates
have 3 to 4 setae each, but in Mexiweckelia each plate bears a
single seta; g) uronites 1 and 2 have more dorsolateral spines;
h) the telson is more deeply incised and bears lateral spines.
Several mistakes and omissions in previous descriptions of
species of Mexiweckelia should be corrected as follows. In the
description of M. colei (Holsinger and Minckley, 1971:430-435),
the inner plate of maxilla 1 is said to have ph}mose setae, al.
though fig. 2g (p. 432) correctly depicts these setae as being
naked. The peduncle of uropod 1 of M. colei bears 2 ventrolateral
spines, but these were omitted from fig. 2b (p. 432) by Holsinger
and Minckley (1971). In the description of M. particeps by Holsinger <in Holsinger and Minckley, 1971: 435-439), the marginal
setae of uropod 3 are plumose and not naked as indicated in Fig.
6e (p. 437>. In the description of M. mitchelli by Holsinger (1973:
1-5) a ventrolateral
spine was omitted from the peduncle of
uropod 1 in fig. la; the statement «molar without a seta» (p. 5)
should read «right molar with seta, Teft without»; the apical
setae on the inner plate of maxilla 1 are naked and not plumose
as indicated in fig. 11 and page 5; and the posterior margin of
segment 4 of gnathopod 1 is partly pubescent and not naked
as indicated in fig. 3a.

Taxonomic

relationship

Paramexiweckelia
clearly has more plesiomorphic (ancestral)
characters than any other genus of the family Hadziidae from
the North American mainland. In comparsion with these genera, the plesiomorphic characters include: a) presence of an accessory flagellum; b )plumose setae on the inner plate and nine
apical spines on the outer plate of maxilla 1; c) lack of sexually
dimorphic gnathopods; d) lack of posterior lobes and usually
pubescence of either segment 4 or 5 of the gnathopods; e) presence of rastellate setae (or spines) on the gnathopods; f) up
t'O 14 dorsolateral spines on the uronites; and g) deeply incised
telson with lateral spines. Although Mayaweckelia
has 3-segmented accessory flagellum and completely incised telson, and
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from Texas lacks sexually dimorphic gnathopods, whereas Texiweekelia from Texas contains one species
with 14 or 15 spines on the outer plate of maxilla 1 and another species with lateral spines on the telson, all of these genera have more apomorphic characters than Paramexiweekelia.
Because of its relatively large number of plesiomorphic characters, Paramexiweekelia
appears to be the most primitive
member of the hadziid generic complex in the western part of
the greater Caribbean region. Moreover, the presence of rastellate setae or spines on the gnathopods of P. particeps is curious
inasmuch as this is the only member of the family for which
this type of seta or spine is reported. Rastellate setae, however,
are common and well developed in he family Crangonyctidae
(see Holsinger, 1977b).

Allotexiweekelia

ADDENDUM
Subsequent to the completion of the manuscript, Barnard and Karaman
(1982) elevated two of the three species of Texiweckelia
from rthe Edwards
Aquifer in Texas to generic level: Texiweckeliopsis
(for Texiweckelia
insolita)
and Holsingerius
(for Texiweckelia
samacos). This brings the total number
'Of hadziid genera from continental
North America to seven, five of which
are monotypic.
Barnard, J.L. and G.S. Karaman. 1982. Classificatory revision in gammaridean Amphipoda .(Crustacea), Part. 2. Proc. Bial. Soc. Washingtan, 95 (1):
167.187.
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ZUS&MMENFASSUNG
Paramexiweckelia,
eine neue Gattung, wurde von einem Grundwasserausfluss in Coahuila, Mexica beschrieben. Die Typenar.t, die monatypisch ist, ist
Mexiweckelia
particeps Halsinger. 'Auf Grund der Anzahl seine!" 'Abstammungscharacteristiken
ist diese Gattung die primi.tivste in der Familie Hadziidae
van Nard Amerikanischen iFestland.
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Variation Among Populations of the
Troglobitic Amphipod Crustacean Crangonyx
Antennatus Packard (Crangonyctidae)
Living in Different Habitats II.
Population Distribution

Gary W. Dickson

SUMMARY
Population densities and factors affeoting the distribution
of the troglobtic (i.e., obligatory cavernicole) amphipod Crangonyx antennatus were examined in two distinct aquatic habitats. Observations were made seasonally
for one year in six Lee Co., Virginia (U.S.A.) caves, three with mud.bottom
pools and three with gravel"bottom streams. Pool habitats were found to
contain greater C. antennatus densities ,than stream habitats, while ,the highest
seasonal densities were recorded in August. Availability of food is considered
to be the major factor allowing these increased ,population densities. The population distribution of C. antennatus was not found to be related to current
velocity, water depth, macro.detrital
food sources or isopods densities in
both pool and stream habitats. The distribution of C. antennatus was observed to ,be related to substrate type. Substrate selection appeared to be passive in five of the amphipod populations, while in one cave, substrate selection may be influenced by competitive interactions. The fact that population distributions were not related Ito environmental parameters which differ
markledy between habitats indicates that this trogIobitic species retains ecological flexibility.

INTRODUCTION
The distribution of freshwater amphipods has been reported
to be influenced by several environmental
parameters, including food sources (Marzolf, 1965, 1966; Kaushik and Hynes, 1968;
-Department of Biological Sciences. Old Dominion University. Norfolk, Virginia
U.S.A. Present address: CIBA-GEIGY Corporation. Agricultural Division.
P.O. Box 18300. Greensboro, N.C. 27419 _ USA.
23508,
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1970; Dickson and Kirk, 1976), current velocity (Minckley and
Cole, 1963; Culver, 1971), substrate (Minckley and Cole, 1963;
Marzolf, 1965), and the presence of predators (Culver, 1973b,
1975) and competitive species (Culver, 1970, 1973a, 1975). Determinations of the relative importance of factors which effect amphipod distribution present a complex problem in most epigean
habitats. On the other hand, cave systems, because of their ecological simplicity provide attractive areas in which to conduct
a multifactorial distribution study on amphipod populations. Caves are relatively constant, allochthonous ecosystems in which
species diversity and population sizes are generally quite small
and community structure is relatively simple in comparison to
epigean ecosystems.
Crangonix antennatus is one of the most common and widespread troglobitic (i.e., obligatory cavernicole) amphipod species in the southern Appalachians of the eastern United States
(Holsinger, 1969, 1972). Populations of this species in Lee Co.,
Virginia are relativly large and found in two distinct cave habitats, mud-bottom pools and gravel-bottom streams. Amphipod
populations living in these two habitats were found to exhibit
differences in morphology, population dynamics and behavior
(Dickson, 1976, 1977a, 1977b). The presence of two distinct habitats allows a comparison of the importance of environmental
parameters on the distribuion of C. antennatus under both lentic and lotic conditions.
In the present study, the distribution of C. antennatus populaions from mud-bottom pools and gravel-bottom streams was
examined to determine: 1) population densities in relation to
season, habitat and individual cave locations, and 2) the relative
importance of major environmental parameters in the distribution of C. antennatus in habitats and individual caves.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
During 1974 and 1975 populations of C. antennatus were sampled seasonally in six Lee Co., Virginia caves, of which three
contained mud-bottom pool habitats (Sweet Potato, Molly Wagle
and Roadside No.1 caves) and three contained gravel-bottom
stream habitats (Gallohan No.2, Cope and Spangler caves).
The benthic substrate in mud-bottom pools is characterized
by mud sediments which contain large populations of bacteria
and fungi, in contrast to stream habitats which contain bottom gravels and sparse organic sediments with small microbial
populations (Dickson, 1975; Dickson and Kirk, 1976). In the caves
investigated, C. antennatus was the only amphipod species observed, but two species of potentially competitive isopods were
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present. One isopod, Caecidotea recurvata, was found in four of
the caves sampled (Gallohan NO.2, Cope, Spangler and Sweet
Potato caves), whereas the other, Lirceus usdagalun, was found
only in Gallohan NO.2 Cave. In general, mud-bottom pool habitats contain greater quantities of available food (non-particulate), a more homogeneous substrate and lower population densities of potentially competitive isopod species than gravel-bottom streams habitats.
Ten sample plots of 0.09 m2 were randomly selected in stream
and pool areas of the six caves during each of four seasonal sampling periods. The number of C. antennatus observed within each
sample site was recorded, including any present in the top 5 cm
of gravels in stream habitats. In addition, five major environmental parameters were recorded for each sample site according to the method presented in Table 1. These factors include
substrate type, current velocity, food, water depth and number
of isopods. A mulivariate statistical analysis was conducted utilizing a Statistical Analysis System (Barr et aI., 1976) computer
program to determine the importance of the recorded environmental factors on the distribution of C. antennaus.
Table 1. Ca;tegorization of ,the five environmental parameters
sociation wtth C. antennatus within each sample site.

recorded

.in as-

Substrate _ mud, f1owstone, small gravel '«
3 mm), large gravel (3 _ 15 mm),
bedrock.
Current velocity. - none present, 0.5 - 2 cm/sec, 2 - 4 cm/sec,
4 cm/sec.
Depth _ average depth (cm).
Food _ none present, leaf-wood detritus, small mammal dung.
Isopods - number of Caecidotea recurvata and Lirceus usdagalun .

>

•Current

velocity determined

by calibrated

pitot

tube.

RESULTS
The population density of C. antennatus in the six caves investigated (Fig. 1) was found to differ significantly (Table 2), with
Roadside NO.1 Cave containing the greatest population density
and Gallohan NO.2 Cave the lowest. Significant differences in
population densities were also noted between habitats and between seasons (Table 2). Mudbottom pool habitats contained
greater C. antennatus densities than gravel-bottom stream habitats, with the highest seasonal densities recorded in August.
Substrate type was the only parameter of those analysed to
show a significant relationship with the distribution of C. an-
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Figure 1. Population density (no.lm2) of C. antennatus in each cave during
seasonal colleotion periods. Broken lines indicate .population densIties of
the isopod species, L. usdagalun and C. recurvata. Note density scale change.
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tennatus (Table 3). This substrate effect was observed both
within habitats and in individual cave populations.
In five of the six caves investigated, C. antennatus densities
were greatest on the most common substrate present (Table 4).
ln Spangler Cave, however, the greatest number of amphipods were associated with large gravel areas rather than the
most common substrate, bedrock (Table 4).
Table 2. The mean number of C. antennatus observed in sample plots
m2) within caves, habitats and seasons. Significance between amphipod
sities determined by analysis of variance.

(0.09
denp

Cave

N

X

S.D.

Gallohan No.2
Cope
Spangler
Sweet Potato
Molly Wagle
Roadside No.

40
40
40
40
30
40

0.77
0.95
4.38
4.38
2.63
7.75

1.03
1.39
9.75
4.34
1.65
2.33

<

.01

110
120

5.13
2.09

3.72
5.90

<

.01

50
60
60
60

5.80
3.31
2.30
3.18

9.09
3.85
2.53
3.25

<

.01

Habitat
Mud.bottom
pool
Gravel-bottom stream
Season
Summer
Fall
Winter
Spring

DISCUSSION
The greater population densities of C. antennatus in caves
containing mud-bottom pool habitats (Fig. 1, Table 2) probably
results from the presence of larger food supplies, the lack of
competitors and the absence of seasonal flooding.
The observed ingestion of mud sediments by C. antenntus in
mudbottom pool habitats (Dickson and Holsinger, unpublished
observations)
apparently involves the utilization of endemic
microorganism as a major source of nutrition (Dickson, 1979).
The significantly larger microbial populations associated with
pool sediments (Dickson, 1975; Dickson and Kirk, 1976) represent a greater nutritional base than is available in the stream
habitats, thus allowing larger amphipod populations.
The smaller and more sporadic food input (allochthonous detritus) in cave stream habitats, combined with the presence of
isopod populations, could lower C. antennatus densities through
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limited food supplies and competitive interactions. The smallest
amphipod densities were found in Gallohan NO.2 Caves which
contains populations of the two potentially competitive isopods
and, in addition, has the lowest food rating (Dickson, 1977) of
the six caves studied.
Seasonal flooding was found to be a significant environmental perturbation
important in controlling population densities
of cave crustaceans in stream habitats (Culver, 197U. Both Cope
and Spangler caves were observed to flood during the year studied. Although there is evidence that stream populations of C.
antennatus may be better adapted to resist stream washout (Dickson, 1977b), full scale flooding probably acts as a factor in
reducing population densities. Perturbation in mud-bottom pool
habitats due to loss of water during periodic droughts does not
appear to affect the population density of C. antennatus, however. This species can survive by burrowing into the damp mud
substrate (Holsinger and Dickson, 1977).
The higher C. antennatus population densities recorded in August in four of the six caves (Fig. 1, Table 2) is thought to be due
primarily to greater availability of food sources. Detrital material transported into the stream habitats during spring rains
and flooding becomes an important food source for C. antennatus through microbial colonization and degradation over the
summer months. Mud-bottom pool habitats receive organic materials through a leaching process involving surface water passing through soil into caves. The combination of increased spring
rainfall and greater surface productivity probably causes a
greater influx of soluble organics into these habitats.
Three environmental parameters, macro-detrital food sources,
current velocity and potentially competitive isopods were believed initially to be important in the distribution of C. antennatus. But the present multivariate analys'~s did not reveal any
Table 3. Relationship between C. antennatus number and each of the five
recorded environmental parameters within individual caves and habitats. Si.
gnificance is determined by F-test in conjunction w1th the multivariate ana.
lysis described in Barr et al. (1976).
Within caves
Substrate
Current velocity
Depth
Food
Isopods

+ =

o =

P
P

<

>

.001
.05

Within habitats

+

+
o

o

o
o
o

o
o
o
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significant relationship between these factors and amphipod
numbers (Table 3). Evidence from the present study and from
previous observations (Dickson, 1975; Dickson and Kirk, 1976)
indicates that microbial populations associated with benthic sediments apparently constitute the major food source for C. antennatus in both stream and pool habitats. Under these circumstances population distributions would not exhibit a significant
relationship with macro-detrital sources.
Because C. antennatus inhabits both stream and pool areas,
adaptation to current velocity under lotic conditions would be
expected and has been observed (Dickson, 1977b). The fact
that current velocity did not affect the distribution of amphipod populations may be attributed to this adaptation. A large
increase in current velocity associated with heavy rains and
flooding, however, is assumed to cause temporary shifts in population distributions.
The lack of a significant relationship between C. antennatus
numbers and isopods densities is more difficult to explain. Previous studies by Culver (1973a, 1975) indicate that competitive
interactions involving C. recurvata and L. usdagalun caused
changes in the distribution of C. antennatus. The different results obtained in the present study may be due to the multifactorial approach in which the relative importance of each
of five environmental parameters on the overall distribution
of C. antennatus was examined. Localized, statistically, nonsignificant shifts in C. antennatus distribution were observed
in the present investigation apparently due to competitive interactions. Culver (1973a) indicated that intense competition
from L. usdagalun nearly excludes C. antennatus in caves in
Lee Co., Virginia, and evidence for this competitive interaction
was found in Gallohan No. 2 Cave where sample sites conTable 4. Substrates
most commonly sampled in each cave compared with
substrates on which the greatest number of C. antennatus were observed. Significance of amphipod numbers between the two substrate
categories determined by t'test.

Cave

Cope
Gallohan No.2
Spangler
Sweet Potato
Molly Wagle
Roadside No.1

Most common
substrate

Substrate with greatest
amphipod density

large gravels
small gravels
bedrock
mud
mud
mud

large gravels
small gravels
large gravels
mud
mud
mud

P

>
>

<

.05
.05
.001
.05
05
.05

>
>..
>
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taining L. usdagalun were devoid of amphipods and C. antennatus population densities are quite low (Table 2).
Substrate type was the only factor found to effect C. antennatus distributions, both in individual caves and in the two subterranean habitats (Table 3). In all caves but Spangler, the
selection of a particular substrate does not appear to be an
active process, as C. antennatus is found in greater numbers
on the most common substrate observed (Table 4). In Spangler Cave, however, amphipods were most frequently found in
large gravel sections rather than on the more common bedrock areas (Table 4). The apparent active substrate selection
by C. antennatus in this cave may be associated with the distribution of the isopod C. recurvata. In Spangler Cave larger
numbers of C. recurvata were observed on bedrock areas than
in large gravel sections (t-test, n
38, t
20.0, P < .001), suggesting that C. antennatus has been competitively excluded
from this particular substrate. The appearance of a substrate
shift in only Spangler Cave may be due to the large population of C. recurvata (Fig. 1).
Amphipod predators, such as the salamander Gyrinophilus
porphyriticus,
have also been observed to influence the distribution of C. antennatus (Culver, 1975), but were not included
in the present analysis because of their small numbers (Dickson, 1977a). Other environmental
factors, such as dissolved
oxygen, water temperature and intra-specific interactions, may
also be of importance in population distributions.
In summary, population distributions of C. antennatus were
found to be affected by substrate type in two different cave
habitats. Population distributions do not appear to be significantly related to other environmental parameters which differ
markedly between the pool and stream habitats, indicating
the retention of ecological flexibility in this troglobitic species.
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RESUME
Les densites de ,population et les facteurs influenc;:ant la distribution du
Crustace Amphipode troglobie Crangonyx antennatus ont ete examines dans
deux types d'habitats aquatiques distincts. Pendant un an, on a fait des obser.
vations dans 6 cavernes du Comte de Lee, Virginie, (U.S.A,), dont ,trois avec
des mares a fond boueux et les trois autres avec un ruisseau a fond de gravier. Le$ habitats des mares montrent une plus grande densite de C. antenna.
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tus que ceux des ruisseaux. La densite saisonnieer Ia plus forte a ete remarquee en aout. La disponibilite en nourrirtoure peUirt etre consideree comme
'Ie facrteur primordial de l'accroissement de densite des populations. On s'est
aperc;:u que la distribution de la population de C. antennatus n'avaarj; aucun
rapport avec la force du courant, Ia profondeur de 1'eau, les sources de nourriture macro.detrLtve ou :les densirtes des Isopods dans ces habitats de mares
ou de ruisseaux. II a ete 'Observe que la distribution des C. antennatus est en
relation avec Ie ty,pe de substrat. La seleotion du substrat semble passive dans
cinq des populations, tandis que dans la derniere des grotJtes, Ie choix du
substrat semble etre influence ,par des interactions competLtrices. Le fait que
les distributions des popul3Jtions ne sont pas en relation avec les characteres
de l'environnement, qUi dfferent remarquablement
entre ces habitats, indique
que cette espece troglobie a conserve une certaine sauplesse ecalogique.
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Sur une nouvelle espece cavernicole du genre Cyathura
(Isopoda, Anthuridae), (Resultats zoologiques de la
Mission speleologique britannique en Papouasie-Nouvelle
Guinee, 1975, 7).

Stoitze Andreev*

SUMMARY
The present paper deals with the description of a new species of the genus
- C. beroni n.sp. _ discovered in the caves in Papua New Guinea.

Cyathura

Au cours d'une mission speleologique britannique dans les differentes regions karstiques de la Papouasie-Nouvelle Guinee le
biospeleologiste bulgare Dr. P. Beron a recueilli quelques exemplaires d'Isopodes aquatiques appartenant 11 une nouvelle espece
du genre Cyathura Norman & Stebbing, 1886.
D'apres les connaissances actuelles, Ie genre Cyathura est
represente par 14 especes, dont 4 habitent les eaux douces souterraines.
La premiere mention du genre Cyathura d'eaux douces est
due 11 Stork (1940). Cet auteur signale la presence d'une nouvelle espece - Cyathura curassavica - decouvert dans les sources
d'une region karstique de Cura<;:ao. Beaucoup plus tard Chappuis, Delamare-Deboutteville et Paulian (1956) ont decrit l'espece
C. milloti provenant d'une resurgence du systeme interstitiel
dans l'ile de la Reunion. En 1965 T. Bowman a publie la troisieme
espece d'eau douce - C. specus, - provenant d'une grotte de Cuba.
Enfin d'apres Ie materiel recolte pendant une mission speleologique italienne au Mexique Argano (1972) a decrit l'espece C.
sbordonii.

Les recherches speleologiques dans les grottes de la Nouvelle
Guinee effectuees par la mission britannique,
ont permis de
decouvrir une faune souterraine riche et remarquable. La nouvelle espece C. beroni recueillie dans les grottes atteignant envi*Musee National

d'Histoire

Naturelle,

1 boul. Rouski,

Sofia

1000, Bulgarie.
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Fig. 1 _ Cyathura beroni, n. sp. 6 - A. corps: B. Antenne 1; C. Antenne 1 - der.
nier sel;ment; D, Antenne 2; E. Mandibule.
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ron 2400 m. d'altitude n'en fait aucune exception. Sa description
represente l'objet de la cette note.
Je profite de l'occasi'on pour exprimer mes remerciements les
plus sinceres a mon ami et college M.P. Beron qui a eu la gentillesse de me remettre cette espece interessante.
Cyathura

beronii

Materiel

examine

n.sp.

Les Cyathures etudies sont habitants des rivieres souterraines
des grottes en Papouasie Nouvelle Guinee. Stations: La grotte
Selminum Tem (altitude 2400 m. envJ. Western province, 30.
VIII.1975, 3d', 1 <;?, leg. P. Beron; 6.IX.1975, 2d', 1 <;?, leg. P. Beron.
La grotte Ogon II, v. Goglme, Chimbru province .. 30X.1975, la,
3 <;?, leg. P. Beron. La grotte Warfertem, Emuk Range. On surface of silt in drip pool, Bottom of side pass. 17.II.1978, 1 <;? D.Z.
L'holotype et 2 paratypes
(male et femelle) sont conserves
dans les collections du Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle a
Sofia. Deux paratypes (male et femelle) sont conserves dans Ie
Zoologish Museum Amsterdam. Les autres paratypes et exemplaires sont deposes dans Ie British Museum (Natural History).
Description

Holotype 0', Aveugle. Longeur 8 mm. Corps grele, allonge, de
couleur blanc jaunatre, sans aucune trace de pigment. Antennes
1 et 2 courtes.
Antenne 1. Le flagellum compose de 3 articles. Le premier article un peu plus long que la moitie du dernier article du pedoncule et beaucoup plus etroit. Deuxieme et troisieme articles sont
fortement reduits, plus larges que longs. Troisieme article garni
distalement de 5 longues aesthetasces. Pedoncule comprend 3 articles subegaux et portant dans la zone distale 3-5 soies. (Fig. 1,
B, C).

Antenne 2 (Fig. 1, D) plus longue que l'antenne 1. Pedoncule
compose de 5 articles recouverts de fins cils. Le deuxieme article
plus long et plus large que Ie premier. Les trois articles suivants
sont plus etroits et pourvus de longues soies distalement. Le cinquieme est plus long que les autres, arme d'un pinceau de longues soies. Flagellum compose de 4 articles, Ie premier article
plus long que les suivants, qui sont tres courts et larges.
Mandibule (Fig. 1, E) - sans lame mobile; pars incisiva avec
deux dents; bord tranchant arme de 16 dents courtes et recourbees. Derriere Ie bord tranchant se trouve un lobe bien developpe. Deuxieme article du palpe plus long que Ie premier et Ie
troisieme. Le dernier article a son borde interne portant une
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Fig. 2 _ Cyathura beroni n. sp. (] F, Maxille 2; G, MaxiIle 1; H. Maxillipede; 1.
Pereiopodes 1; J . L, Pereiopodes III, I et V.
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rangee de soies fines et 10 longues soies dans la region apicale.
Maxille 1: bilobee. Lobe externe bien developpe dont la partie
distale possede 7 epines, dont la derniere est la plus forte; la
partie mediale garnie de fins poils. Lobe interne petit, oviforme
avec une courte epine. (Fig. 2, G).
Maxille 2 (Fig. 2, F) et hypopharynx coalescents; la partie apicale pourvue d'une courte epine recourbee en dehors.
Maxillipede (Fig. 2, H) represente par un lobe interne bien
developpe et un exopodite en forme triangulaire. Exopodite ne
depasse pas la moitie du premier article de l'endopodite. Premier article de l'endopodite a peu pres 2 fois plus long que large. Deuxieme article plus court que Ie premier et portant a son
bord interne 5-6 epines a l'angle distal. Troisieme article, relativement court et montrant quelques soies et beaucoup de poils
apicalement. Les deux derniers articles sont recouverts de fins
cils.
Le premier et Ie deuxieme pereionites subegaux. Bords marginaux des pereionites recouverts de cils et de 2-3 longues soies.
Pereiopode 1 (Fig. 2, Il robuste. Propodite piriforme, bien developpe. Bord palmaire ayant dans sa partie mediale un lobe
bien sailliant, arme de 9-10 epines et courts cils. Carpe triangulaire avec quelques soies subdistales.
Pereiopodes 2-7 (Fig. 2, J, K, Ll plus longs et allonges. Bords
marginaux avec des articles pubescents. Les propodites a leurs
bords internes ainsi que distalement portent une epine carriee.
Pereiopode 2 est Ie plus long. Les autres diminuent progressivement.
Les 5 prem'iers segments du ple'On completement coale scents
ainsi que Ie sixieme segment et Ie telson.
Pleopode 1 (Fig. 3, M) - Exopodite ovoide; bord interne droit
et arme de fins poils; bord externe oval pourvu de 15-18 soies
pennees.
Pleopode 2 trilobe. Exopodite (Fig. 3, N) trois fois plus long
que large, avec 5-7 epines distalement. L'endopodite transparent,
plus court que l'exopodite. Apophyse longue et grele a peu pres
egale a l'exopodite. La partie apicale faiblement elargie et bifurquee (Fig. 3, 0, R).
Uropode (Fig. 3, P) - Exopodite plus court que la moitie du
telson. Son bord interne avec une rangee de soies dans la partie
distale, Ie bord externe garni de fines soies et de 2-3 epines. Endopodite plus grand et depassant la longeur du telson, pourvu
de tres longues soies.
Telson (Fig. 3, Q) linguiforme avec des bords paralleles. La
region apicale porte 2-3 longues soies et quelques plus courtes.
A proximite de la base du telson se trouvent deux statocystes
bien saillants.
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,Fig. 3 . Cyathura beroni n. sp. 6 - M. pleopode 1; N. Pleopode 2 exopadite;
O. Pleopode 2 endopodite et apophyse; P. Uropode; Q. Telson; R Pleopode 2,
apophyse, partie apicale a un grossissement plus fort.
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Affinites

Partant des connaissances actuelles sur Ie genre Cyathura
Argano (1972) propose une division relative des especes en 3
groupes fondamentaux se basant sur certains caracteres morphologiques. Les deux premiers groupes comprennent les especes marines tandis que Ie troisieme est compose des especes
habitant les eaux douces souterraines et cavernicoles. En dehors
de cette subdivision l'auteur
assigne une place a part a
C. millot.
C. beroni n.sp. selon certains caracteres, approche les especes
du troisieme groupe: C. curassavica, C. specus et C. sbordonii,
comme par example Ie sixieme segment du pleon et Ie telson
coalescents, l'aspect general et la chetotaxie des pieces buccales
et enfin la structure commune de certains appendices. Neamoins la nouvelle espece differe distinctement des especes, citees
ci-dessus par les caracteres suivants: - lobe bien developpe dans
la partie mediale du bord palmaire du pereiopode I, bords paralleles du telson et surtout la structure du pleopode 2.
RESUME
L'objet de 1a presente note est la description d'une nouvelle espece du genre Cyathura - C. beroni n.sp .. decouverte dans les grottes de Ia Papouasie.Nouvelie Guinee.
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Lamtobathynella pentodonta n.g., n.sp.,
Leptobathynellide nouveau d'Afrique (Cote d'ivoire)
(Ma lacostraca, Bathynellacea)

Eugene Serban* et Nicole Coineau**

SUMMARY

Lamtobathynella pentodonta n.g., n.sp. is described. We consider then its
relations wLth ,the genus Leptobathynella and Parvulobathynella. Some observations about the most characteristic features of the VlIIth male pereiopods
are 'made. This study ends with a discussion concerning !the differences between
Lamtobathynella pentodonta n.g., n.sp. and Acanthobathynella knoep//leri
Coineau.

INTRODUCTION
L'etude des recoltes de faune interstitielle provenant de Cote
d'Ivoire a donne lieu a la description des genres Acanthobathynella Coineau et Haplophallonella
Serban et Coineau 1.
Acanthobathynella
krwepffleri
Coineau (Coineau, 1967), premier representant
de l'ordre des Bathynellacea
trouve dans
l'ouest africain et Ie premier Leptobathynellide
decouvert en
Afrique, demeure, 15 ans apres sa publication, une forme singuliere. II s'individualise
par deux caracteristiques
principales:
la mandibule com porte une partie masticatrice tres simplifiee et
la chetotaxie generale se compose de courtes soies a l'aspect
d'epines. La premiere caracteristique
eloigne nettement cette
espece des representants
des autres genres de la famille des
1) Prelevements
(*)
(**)

effectues en 1969 par L.. p. Knoepffler.

que nous remerClons.

Institut de Speologie«EmiIe
Racovitza», 9 rue Mihall Moxa, Bucarest.
Roumanie.
Laboratoire Ar:tgo, 66650 Banyuls-surJMer, France.
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Leptobatynellidae
(Brasilibathynella
Jakobi, Leptobathynella
Noodt, Parvulobathynella
Schminke, Odontobathynella
Delamare et Serban), tandis que la seconde est inedite dans l'ordre des
Bathynellacea.
Haplophalonella
heterodonta Serban et Coineau (Serban et
Coineau, 1975), Ie premier Parabathynellide
decrit de Cote
d'Ivoire, presente des affinites avec les genres Cteniobathynella
Schminke, Habrobathynella
Schminke et Ctenophallonella
Coineau et Serban. A la suite de l'etude de ce representant, nous
avons reunis les quatre genres dans la tribu des Cteniobathnellini. Ce point de vue diverge de celui de Schminke (1973) qui
c'Onsidere que la famille des Leptobathynellidae Noodt, est synonyme de la famille des Parabathynellidae
Noodt, les genres
Brasilibathynella,
Leptobathynella,
Parvulobathynella
et Acanthobathynella
devant etre reunis aux genres Cteniobathynella,
Habrobathynella,
Heterodontobathynella
et Thermobathynella
dans Ie «Cteniobathynella-groupe».
Outre A. knoepffleri
et H. heterodonta, Ie materiel de Cote

d'Ivoire contenait un autre representant de la famille des Leptabahynellides. II s'agit d'une forme rappelant Leptobathynella
et
Parvulobathynella,
forme que nous considerons comme espece
nouvelle, type d'un genre nouveau.
DESCRIPTION
Genre Lamtobathynella

nov.

Diagnose.

Pereiopode VIII male: basipodite completement englobe dans
la region basale de l'appendice - region basipodiale; region
penienne glabre, comportant un grand lobe qui porte un lobule
postero-externe; lobe externe, triangulaire,
bien individualise;
l'exopodite, plus long que la moitie de la largeur de la region
basale du pen'is, courbe, aplati dorso-ventralement,
s'attache sur
la face dis tale de la region basipodiale. Metastome a 2 dents.
Mandibule a 5 dents incisives et 5 griffes sur Ie bord ventromedial du corps mandibulaire.
La maxillule porte un endite
muni de 4 phaneres sur l'article proximal et 5 dents internes
et 2 poils externes sur l'article distal. Article proximal de la maxille glabre. Endopodite des uropodes avec une seule griffe. Furca a 5 phaneres. Antennule de 6 articles. Antenne pentaarticulee.
Lamtobathynella

pentodonta

n.sp.

Materiel,

1 male et 2 femelles provenant

du milieu interstitiel

du Nzi,

LAMTOBATHYNELLA PENTODQNTA n. g., n. sp.
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situe entre Ndouei e Lamto, Cote d'Ivoire, leg. L.-Ph. Knoepffler,
6-IX-1969.
Description.

Taille: 0,65 mm - 0,80 mm.
Antennule (fig. lA, Bl. Elle est formee de 6 articles. Le pedoneule, massif, est une fa is et demie plus long que l'exopodite.
Endopodite bien individualise. L'article basal de l'appendiee, 2
fa is plus long que Ie 3e et Ie 6e, pris separement, depasse 2,5
fois la longueur de l'article 5; les articles 2 et 4, de meme longueur, atteignent les 2/3 de la longueur de l'article basal. On
distingue respeetivement 4, 1, 1, 3, 3, et 4 pails de type a sur les
articles 1, 2, 3, endopodite, 5 et 6, un pail en laneette sur ehaeun
des articles du pedoneule et 3 sur l'article 4. Un batonnet hyalin
est present sur l'article 5 et 3 sur Ie 6e.

"~I __

~_~

O,02mm .

Fig. 1 .

O,01rrm

.

pentodonta
n. g., n. sp. A, antennule; ,B, article 4
anrennulaire (detail); C, antenne; D, labrum, vue ventrale.
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Antenne (fig. 1 C). Pentaarticulee.
Elle est plus courte que
l'antennule de 25 %. Chetotaxie comprenant 5 poils: 1 sur les
articles 3 et 4 et 3 sur Ie 5e. Le seul poil en lancette se trouve
sur l'article apical.
Labrum (figs. 1 D et 3). Le contour de sa face ventrale est
represente sur la figure 1 D. Son bord est muni de soies.
Metastome (fig. 3). Cette formation porte 2 dents.
Mandibule (figs. 2 A, B et 3). D'une constitution generale
semblable a celIe des genres Leptobathynella et Parvulobathynella, elle porte 5 dents incisives et 5 courtes griffes; ces demieres
sont situees sur Ie bord ventro-medial du corps mandibulaire;
les 2 griffes posterieures sur un petit lobe.
Maxillule (figs. 2C et 3). L'article basal est muni d'un endite
bien individualise qui porte 4 phaneres; l'article apical est pourvu de 5 dents et 2 poils.
Maxille (figs. 2D et 3). Biarticulee. L'article proximal glabre.
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Fig. 2 . Lamtobathynella
pentodonta
n. g., n. sp. A, mand1bule, vueventrale;
B, partie incisive de la mandibule (detail); C, maxiJlule; D, maxille.
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Article distal it 10 soies et une longue griffe.
Pereiopodes I-VII (fig. 4). Les deux premieres paires sans
epipodites respirat'oires. A partir des pereiopodes II, l'exopodite
est plus long que l'endopodite et porte 2 poils apicaux et un poil
situe dans la partie mediane de son bord ventral. Le poil dorsal
de l'article 2, de meme que les 2 phaneres apicaux, sont toujours
presents sur l'endopodite. Notons l'absence de ctenidies sur Ie
protopodite et sur les articles 1 et 4 de l'endopodite.
Pereiopode VIII male (fig. 5). II a une longueur d'environ
0,015 mm et une largeur de 0,009 mm. La region basale (Rg-bsD,
ayant un contour circulaire en section transversale, occupe les

Fig. 3 - Lamtobathynella
pentodonta
n. g., n. sp. cephalon, vue ventrale. AI,
antennule; A2, antenne; Dnt, dents du metastome; Lb, labrum; Md,
mandtbule; Mx, maxHle; Mxl, maxillule; Mts, metastome.
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2/3 proximaux de la morphologie pEmienne. La region penienne
eRg-pn) a l'aspect d'un prolongement ventro-anterieur,
2 fois
plus court que la region basale et dont l'extremite, arrondie, est
la partie penienne la plus proeminente vers Ie cote ventral (fig.
5 B, D); cette region est constituee par un grand lobe qui porte
dans sa partie postero-basale et externe un lobule. Nous n'avons
pas observe de dents, epines ou autres formations cuticulaires
ni sur Ie lobe, ni sur Ie lobule. Devant l"impossibilite a discerner
les limites entre Ie basipodite et la region bas ale du penis, nous
denommons la zone qui correspond a cet article la region basipodiale eRg-bsp). Le lobe externe (Lb-ext), triangulaire, s'individualise au niveau de la region distale et externe de la partie
basipodiale (fig. 5 B). L'exopodite CExpJ, unique rame de l'appendice, est situe sur la face distale de la region basipodiale; sa

Fig. 4 .

pentodonta
n. g., n. sp. Pereiopodes ambulatoires.
"-/ pereiopode 3; B, pereiopode 5; C, pereiopode 7,
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base est enfouie dans la partie caudale de la region mentionnee
et l'extremite distale orientee vers Ie cote rostral de l'append'lCe.
Notons la longueur accentuee de cette rame, la forme arquee
de ses faces laterales, ainsi que la forte largeur de ses faces
dorsale et ventrale. La chetotaxie du pereiopode VIII male est
representee par l'unique poil qui se trouve dans l'angle interne
et posterieur de la region basipodiale; nous pensons qu'il appartient it cette derniere, l'endopodite etant completement reduit.
Pereiopode VIII femelle (fig. 6 A) tres petit.
Uropode (fig. 6 B, C). Le sympodite allonge porte 2 epines.
L'endopodite, un peu plus long que l'exopodite, est muni d'une
longue griffe, de 2 poils apicaux et d'un poil se trouvant sur Ie
2e 1/3 de sa longueur. L'exopodite posse de 2 poils apicaux, l'un
environ 3 fois plus long que la rame et l'autre tres court.

A

o

o
...>0

3
3

5

Fig. 5 -

Lamtobathynella
pentodonta n. g., n. sp. PenHopode VIII male. A,
face anteJ1ieure; B, face l8!tero-externe; C, face posterieure;
D, face
latero-interne. Exp, exopodtte; Db-ext, 'lobe externe; Lbl, lobule; Pntexp, pointe exopodiale; Rg-pn, region penienne.
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Furca (fig. 6 B, D). Elle est pourvue de 3 griffes, d'une longue
ctenidie et de 2 soies.
Telson (fig. 6 B). II est glabre et depourvu d'opercule anal.
DISCUSSION
Les genres Leptobathynella Noodt, Parvulobathynella
Schminke et Lamtobathynella n.g.
L'ensemble des caracteres et, tout specialement, la mandibule
montrent que Ie nouveau genre presente des affinites evidentes
avec Leptobathynella
et Parvulobathynella
dont les 6 taxa (L.
richerti
Noodt, L. richerti brasiliensis Noodt, L. camposicola
(JakobD, Pv. ypacariensis (Noodtl, Pv. camposicola (JakobD,
Pv. riegelorum
(Noodtl, sont connus d' Amerique du Sud (Bresil, Argentine, Paraguay et ChilD. Parmi les caracteres inclus
dans les diagnoses des deux genres, deux seulement apparais-

l"ig. 6 - Lamtobathynella pentodonta n. g., n. sp. A, ,pereiopode VIII femelle;
B, pleotelson, vue dOrsa1e; C, uropode; D, furca,

LAMTOBATHYNELLA

PENTODONTA

n.

g.,

n. sp.
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sent nettement distinctifs, la maxillule et la maxille, les autres
etant soit identiques (antennule, antenne, mandibule, poils telsonaux), soit definis d'une maniere peu concluante (endopodite
uropodial, furca). Quant aux pereiopodes VIII males, ils ne sont
pas decrits .

.Bg:~

O,01mm

7

Fig. 7 - Acanthobathynella
knoepjjleri
Coineau. Pereiopode
VIII male. A,
face anterieure; B, face latero-externe; C, face posterieure; D, face
latero-interne.
Exp, exopodite; Lb-ext, lobe externe; Rg-bsl, region
basale; 'Rg-bsp, region basipodiale; Rg-pn, region penienne (d'apres
Coine<J,uet Serban, 1974).
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La maxillule est tres differenciee chez les deux genres; il s'agit
du nombre de soies, de l'absence (LeptobathynellaJ
ou de la
presence (ParvulobathynellaJ
d'un endite sur l'article proximal
et du developpement
(Leptobathynella)
ou du non developpement (ParvulobathynellaJ
d'une crete saillante sur l'article distal. En ce qui concerne la maxille, ou bien elle porte une soie
sur l'article basal (Parvulobathynella),
ou bien cet article est
glabre (Leptobathynella).
Si l'on tient compte de cette paire de
caracteres, l'espece pentodonta est intermediaire entre les deux
genres, avec une maxillule identique a celIe des Parvulobathynella et une maxille identique a celIe des Leptobathynella.
II faut egalement noter que la mandibule de Lamtobathynella .
pentodonta n.g., n.sp. est la plus richement armee dans la famille des Leptobathynellidae,
presentant 5 dents incisives et 5
elements masticatoires qui sont s'itues sur Ie bord ventro-medial
du corps mandibulaire.
Enfin, un autre trait qui individualise Lamtobathynella
n.g.
par rapport aux genres Leptobathynella
et Parvulobathynella
est Ie metastome dont Ie bord ventral porte 2 dents spiniformes
ayant une position qui rappelle celIe des paragnathes des Bathynellides.
Le pereiopode
n. sp.

VIII male de Lamtobathynella

pentodonta

ng.,

II presente des traits qui se rencontrent chez certains representants de la tribu des Cteniobathynellini.
L'aspect general de
l'appendice et l'absence de phaneres sur la region penienne rappellent Ie penis de Cteniobathynella
leleupi (Delamare et Chappuis) (Delamare Deboutteville et Serban, 1974), Ie developpement accuse de l'exopodite se retrouve chez Ctenophallonella
mutlumuviensis
Coineau et Serban, la reduction totale de l'endopodite (article et poils) est egalement propre au penis de Haplophallonella heterodonta Serban et Coineau, tandis que la presence d'une region penienne proeminente et depassant l'extremite
distale du basipodite caracterise aussi Ie pereiopode VIII male
de Habrobathynella
milloti
(Delamare et Paulian)
(Delamare
Deboutteville et Serban, 1974a); ajoutons a ces observations Ie
fait que, dans la tribu des Cteniobathynellini, l'exopodite se trouve toujours sur la face distale du basis. En meme temps, Ie penis
de l'espece en question s'individualise par deux caracteres Qui,
jusqu'a maintenant, n'ont pas ete mis en evidence chez les Cte,niobathynellini: la region penienne est formee d'un grand lobe
portant un lobule; Ie basipodite est completement englobe dans
la region basale de l'appendice, sa presence etant indiquee
seulement par Ie long poil posterieur. Le premier caractere marque une extreme simplification de la region penienne; Ie second
montre une concentration
maximale de la structure penienne

LAMTOBATHYNELLA

PENTODONTA

n. g., n. sp.
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par la fusion de la face mediale du basis avec la paroi de la
region penienne, Ie bard posterieur de cette derniere s'arretant
au niveau de la limite distale du basis (fig. 5 DJ.
Les genres Acanthobathynella

Coineau et Lamtobathynella

n.g.

La comparaison de l'ensemble des caracteres d'A. knoepffleri
et Lt. pentodonta montre une forte ressemblance quant a la
morphologie generale de la plupart des appendices et au nombre et la disposition des phaneres. A l'exception de la morphologie particuliere de taus les phaneres chez A. knoepffleri, les
differences les plus marquees des deux taxa se manifestent au
niveau de la chetotaxie des antennules, de la morphologie de
la partie masticatrice
mandibulaire
et des pereiopodes VIII
males, differences que nous analysons ci-dessous.
Chez Acanthobathynella,
les antennules ne portent pas des
batonnets hyalins, tandis que les pails de type a et les pails en
lancette son rem places par les pails flagelles, d'une part et les
pails tronques de l'autre (Coineau et Serban, 1974).
La mandibule d'Acanthobathynella,
ayant une partie incisive
peu developpee, ne porte ni la griffe qui se trouve a la base de
la partie mentionnee ni les deux suivantes; dans la region au
chez Lt. pentodonta se trouve Ie lobule s'individualise un lobe
de grande taille, muni d'une petite griffe et deux protuberances.
L'etude des pereiopodes VIII males de Lt. pentodonta nous
permet d'eliminer quelques erreurs de la description de ces appendices chez A. knoepffleri (fig. 7). En effet, Ie prolongement
apical du basipodite, que nous avons considere comme etant
l'endopodite (Coineau et Serban, 1974), est l'exopodite, tandis
que la formation attribuee a l'exopodite ne represente que Ie
lobe externe; ce dernier est fusionne avec la region basipodiale.
Nous donnons ci-dessous la diagnose modifiee du genre Acanthobathynella Coineau:
Chetotaxie generale comportant des phaneres courts et robustes. Pereiopode VIII male: basipodite completement
englobe
dans la region basale de l'appendice (region basipodiale); region penienne formee d'un seul lobe muni d'une epine; lobe
externe fusionne avec la region basipodiale; exopodite, incompletement individualise, situe dans la partie dis tale de la region
basipodiale; endopodite absent. Pereiopodes VIII femelle tres petit, glabre. Metastome glabre. Mandibule a partie incisive portant
3 dents; un grand lobe est individualise dans la region caudale
et ventrale du corps mandibulaire; il porte une petite griffe et
2 protuberances. Antennule de 6 articles, a chetotaxie formee de
deux types particuliers de pails. Antenne pentaarticulee. Maxillule a endite proximal portant 4 phaneres; article distal muni
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de 5 phaneres sur Ie bard interne et 2 sur Ie bard externe. MaxilIe, biarticulee, avec l'article proximal glabre. Furca a. 5 phaneres.

RESUME
A 1a suite de la description de Lamtobathynella
pentodonta n. g. n. sp., nous
envis8igeons les relations du nouveau genre avec ,les genres Leptobathynella
et
Parvulobathynella
et nous donnons des remarques au sujet des ,traiJts les plus
caracteristiques des pereiopodes VIII mMes. Ce ,travail se termine par une
discussion it propos de differences entre Lamtobathynella
pentodonta.
et
Acanthobathynella
knoepjfieri
Coineau.
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A contribution to the knowledge of the invertebrate
cave faunas of Venezuela: Invertebrate
faunas of tropical American caves, part. 4.

Stewart B. Peck.

SUMMARY

The invertebrate faunas of four caves in northern Venezuela were studied.
Three were dry and one was a wet cave; but guano provided the base of the
food chain in all four caves. The faunas in each were strikingly different. Of
24 non-accidental species of arthropods, all were judged to be troglophiles. All
were scavengers except for 5 predators, one ectoparasite, and one parasitoid.

Comparatively little is known of the species composition of
the invertebrate communities occupyng caves in the American
tropics. A manuscript prepared by Philip Chapman (1978) on
his field study of the invertebrate cave faunas of the Serrania
de San Luis of Falcon State. Venezuela, has prompted me to submit a report on my field studies of some other Venezuelan cave
faunas. I had the opportunity to investigate the invertebrate
faunas of four caves during field work in March 1971 on catopid
beetles in northern Venezuela. Since the composition of the invertebrate faunas of Venezuelan caves is not well known. I here
offer an account of my collections and observations.
A review of much of the literature of Venezuelan cave invertebrates is presented in Chapman's paper which should serve
as a companion to this one. The paper of Strinati (1971l must
be mentioned as a starting point for modern tropical cave invertebrate faunal studies. Occasional issues of the Boletin de la
Sociedad Venezolana de Espeleologia are an additional source
of biological data not specificly cited by Chapman.
Department

of Biology, Carleton University. Ottawa. Ontario, Canada KlS 5B6
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CAVE SITES STUDIED
Cueva Alfredo Jahn. The cave is located in a lowland rain
forest region, about 20 Km W of the town of Curiepe (80 Km E
of Caracas), in the Acevedo district of Miranda State, 66° 16'
24" W long.; 10° 28' 45" N lat., at 210 m elevation. The cave was
formerly remote, but roads now penetrate to within a 2-3 km
walk of the entrance. This is the second largest cave in Venezuela (the record is held by the famous Cueva del Guacharo
with 10 km of passage), with about 5 km of mapped passage,
mostly along the course of an underground river. A complete
description of the cave, with map, and photographs, is given in
vol. 4: 63-72 of the Bol. Soc. Ven. Espeleol., 1973. Bordon (1973)
and Strinati (1971) present some data on its fauna. The cave
river (23° C temp.) carriers much washed-in organic debris and
guano; but no invertebrates were seen in the river. There are
a few large and many small bat guano accumulations, including
those of vampires. All support an abundant fauna. As an example, a 40 ml sample of liquid vampire guano contained: 587 Drosophila larvae (5 ml volume), 97 milichiid fly larvae (0.05 ml
voU, 16 Drosophila eggs (0.75 mm long), 8 milichiid pupae (2
mm long), and 2 Fannia muscid larvae (2 mm long).
Cueva del Pico. The cave is located at about 10 m elev. on the
Paraguana
Peninsula, Falcon State, not far along dirt roads
from the sea coast at Balneario EI Pico, a beach resort 3 km N
of the town of Los Teques. The cave is in the strip of dry coastal
desert, containing many large candelabra-like Cereus and abundant Prosopis (mesquite) leguminous shrubs. About 100 m of
cave was studied. Bats were abundant
and the cave floor
was a solid blanket of dry guano with thousands of Zophobas
and Alphitobius
tenebrionid beetles. It was surprising that no
filies, mites, or collembola were seen.
Cueva del Guano. This cave, at about 150 m elev., in a dry
thorn-scrub thicket in the middle of the Paraguana Peninsula,
Falcon State, is near the village of Buena Vista. It is periodically
mined by locals for guano. A single sink entrance slopes into
a large chamber, where a guano floored tunnel proceeds to the
terminal chamber in about 150 m, containing tens of thousands
of bats. The temperature was 36° C. The guano fauna is distinctly different from that of the other caves visited in tha tenebrionids were absent, and flies, ants, isopods, and ticks were
abundant.
Cueva de Piedra Honda. The cave is located at 120 m elev., 7
km SW of Pueblo Nuevo, near the village of San Jose de Cocodite, in a dry thorn-scrub forest on the Paraguana Peninsula,
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Falcon State. Entry is by one of four shafts into four connected
guano chambers. It is mapped to 200 m in length. and 14 m in
depth (Bol. Soc. Ven. Espeleol. 4: 188-191, 1973l. The guano fauna,
with many cockroaches and carabid and elaterid beetles, was
different from that of the previous caves. The bats were Natalus
straminius,
Mormoops
megallophylla,
Pteronotus
davyi, and
Leptonycteris
curosae.
Generalities of Paraguanci

Caves. The three caves studied in
the Paraguana Peninsula are similar in physical characteristics
to those I have studied in the coastal plain of Florida (Peck,
1970), Georgia (Holsinger and Peck, 1971), and Alabama (unpubU, and as reported by Hummelinck (1979) for the Netherlands Antilles. They are not very deep, in a coarse and poorly
consolidated flat lying limestone, and in a land of low relief.
The seldomly have standing water, and the rounded wall and
ceiling contours suggest they were formed at the water table
during an earlier and higher level of the sea. Entrances are
often room collapses or smooth-walled wells. Shafts to the surface are common. The caves consist of a few large rooms connected by meandering tunnels. All the guano fauna was on that
of insectivorous bats (only small amounts from flower-pollen
feeding Leptonycteris).
Fruit bats were absent and so were the
insects that usually frequent the more moist habitats provided
by fruit bat droppings. The guano fauna of each cave was markedly different.

FAUNAL LIST
Phylum Arthropoda
Class Arachnida
Order Acarina
Family Argasidae
Antricola
silvai Cerny, E.1. Lindquist deL
Cueva del Guano, 7 specimens. These large ticks were found
on guano, but are probably ectoparasitic at some time in
their life cycle. Tr'Oglophile; ectoparosite, scavenger.
Order Aranea
Family Nesticidae, H. Levi deL
Genus and species undet.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn. These spiders were frequent on webs
on the walls in the dark zone, often with six-sided egg sacks.
Troglophile, predator.
Class Crustacea
Order Isopoda
Family, genus, and species undetermined
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Cueva del Guano. Many small white terrestrial isopods with
pale eyes were present on the guano. Troglophile, scavenger.
Class Diplopoda
Order Polydesmida
Family Cyrtodesmidae
Cyrtodesmus sp., H.F. Loomis det.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn. The collection is only of females, but
probably is of an undescribe~ species. Troglophile, scavenger.
Class Insecta
Order Blattodea
Periplaneta americana, A.B. Gurney det.
Cueva de Piedra Honda. These cockroaches, native to Africa, were in abundant
association with guano, and are
widespread in tropical caves (Peck, 1974, 1975). Troglophile,
scavenger.
Order Hemiptera
Family Cydnidae
Cyrtomenus bergi Froeschner, RC. Froeschner det.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn. Cueva Piedra Honda. The species is
widespread through tropical America (Froeschner, 1960).
These burrowings bugs were associated with guano accumulations, but what they feed on is not known. It is certainly neither plant roots nor living plant tissues, upon which
most members of the family seemingly feed (Froeschner,
1960,). Troglophile, scavenger?
Family Lygaeidae
Pachybrachius
consutus (Dallas), RC. Froeschner det.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn. These large bugs were very common
on cave walls, near guano piles. They may be predators but
more likely they feed on seeds in fruit bat guano. Troglophile, scavenger?
Cligenes sp., RC. Froeschner det.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn. These small bugs were extremely abundant in fruit bat guano, where they probably feed on seeds.
The genus also occurs on fruit bat guano in caves in Trinidad (Scudder, Darlington, and Hill, 1976). Troglophile,
scavenger.
Order Coleoptera
Family Carabidae
Oxycrepis sp., G. Ball det.
Cueva Piedra Honda. Five specimens of this pterostichine
were taken on damp mud. It is usually found in wet leaf
litter in lowland rain forest. Troglophile?, predator.
Abaris sp., G. Ball det.
Cueva Piedra Honda, one specimen. It keys to A. aequinoc-
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tialis, but is not this species and may be undescribed. The
genus occurs in leaf litter in a variety of forest types. Accidental?, predator.
Family Hydrophilidae
Dactylosternum
sp., probably subdepressum (CasU, A. Smetana
det.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn, several on wet guano. Troglophile,
scavenger.
Family Histeridae
Phelister fairmairei
Marseul, H.F. Howden det.
Cueva del Guano, 5 on guano. These are probably predators
on flies in the guano and on bat bodies. Troglophile, predator.
Saprinus sp., H.F. Howden det.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn, seven on guano. Troglophile, predator.
Family Staphylindae
Philonthus sp., A. Smetana det.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn, on guano. Troglophile, predator.
Family Leiodidae, subfam'ily Catopinae
Adelopsis bordoni Jeannel (1964), S. Peck det.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn. Sixty-four adults and 29 larvae were
taken from three spots with a light scattering of black and
sticky guano on rock or mud, about 25 em across. They were
not found in larger guano piles, and no other beetles were
at those occupied by Adelopsis. They ran rapidly when disturbed, and some even flew. The species is known only
from this cave, but will likely be found in forest habitats
as well. Troglophile, scavenger.
Family Tenebrionidae
Alphitobius
diaperinus
(Pol, T.J. Spilman det.
Cueva del Pico, many on guano. This species is known (unpub. data) at least from guano in houses in Canada to caves
in Texas and Puerto Rico. Another species occurs on guano
on Antigua, B.W.I. It may feed on bat bodies more than on
guano. Troglophile, scavenger.
Zophobas atratus (Fol, T.J. Spilman det.
Cueva del Pico, common on dry guano. The species also occurs in caves in Puerto Rico (Peck, 1974). Troglophile,
scavenger.
Family Elateridae
Conoderus stricturus
(Condol, E. Becker det.
Cueva Piedra Honda. Many species of this click beetle were
found in dry guano, where larvae were also seen. It also
occurs in a cave iIi Cuba (unpub. data, F. de Zayas legol.
Troglophile, scavenger.
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Order Diptera
Family Spheroceridae
Leptocera sp., H. Teskey det.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn and Cueva del Guano. These were in
association with the guano. Troglophile, scavenger.
Family Drosophilidae
Drosophila sp. 1 and 2, repleta group, H.J. Teskey det.
Cueya Alfredo Jahn. These were associated with wet guano,
and as larvae in liquid vampire guano pools. One of these
species is the same as reported from Chilibrillo Cave, Panama, (Peck, 1971). Troglophile, scavenger.
Family Empididae
sp., H. Teskey det.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn. This is an undescribed species, taken
at guano. Drapetis is known from guano in caves in Jamaica
(Peck, 1975). Troglophile, scavenger.

Drapetis

(ElaphopezaJ

Family Milichiidae
Genus and species undetermined,
Teskey det.

probably

Pholeom~a

sp., H.

Cueva Alfredo Jahn. No adults were found of this fly, whose
larvae occurred in pools of vampire guano. Milichiid flies
are common in caves in Jamaica containing wet guano
(Peck, 1975). Troglophile, scavenger.
Family Muscidae
Fannia sp., H. Teskey det.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn. No adults were found of this fly, whose
larvae were found in pools of vampire guano. Troglophile,
scavenger.
Order Hymenoptera
Family Braconidae?
Genus and species undetermined, 11 specimens lost.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn. These small wasps which I have encountered in other tropical caves, probably parasitize fly
larvae in the guano. Troglophile, paras'~t'Oid.
Family Formicidae
Hypoponera gleadowi (ForeD, W.J. Brown det.
Cueva del Guano. Many specimens of this Old World tramp
species occurred foraging on and near guano. Three other
species of Hypoponera inhabit caves in Jamaica and Puerto
Rico (unpub. data). Troglophile, predator-scavenger.
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Three Groundwater Candoninae
(Ostracoda) from Romania

Dan L. Danielopol*

SUMMARY
Description
of Mixtcandona
botosaneanui.
Mixtacandona
laffleri
and
Phreatocandona
motasi, is presented. The first two species belong to the group
laisi-ehappuisi
and have been found in porous and karstic ,aquifers 'in Southwest ,Romania in or a near the Lower Danube Valley. Phreatocandona motasi,
occurs in a porous aquifer in the Olt Valley, at Jiblea, near Calimanesti. Biogeographical information on the present distribution of the Mixtacandona
of
the group laisi-chappuisi and on the subterranean Candoninae from the Lower
Danube Valley in Romania is given.

During 1967 and 1971 I had the opportunity to sample groundwater fauna in the Lower Danube Valley (between Berzasca
and Fetesti as well as in several valleys of the Danube tributaries i.e. Jiu (at Tirgu Jiu), Olt (between Turnu Rosu and Rimnicu Vilcea), Arges (at Hotarele and Heresti, near Bucharest),
Buzau (between Intorsura Buzaului and Cislau), Iza (between
Sacel and Sighetu Marmatiei), Somes (at Cimpia TurzeD, CrisuI Repede (between Valea Draganului and Vadu Crisului), The
groundwater fauna was sampled in the large wells already dug
in the alluvial sediments and used by the habitants for drinking water supply. In collaboration with D. Dancau, E. Serban
and 1. Tabacaru we investigated the fauna of about 250 wells.
Mr. L. Botoseanu (Bucharest) offered me a collection of ostracods from the Banat caves, which he previously had sent to Prof.
H. L6ffler (Vienna). This latter recognised several new specices
but has no time to describe them.
In the present paper I shall describe three species belonging
to the genus Mixtacondona Klie and Phreatocandona Dan. The
two Mixtacandona speci'es have close affinities with ground*Lirnnologisches
Institut,
Oesterreichische
gaisberg 116, A - 5310 Mondsee, Austria,
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:Fig. 1 _ Mixtacandona
botosaneanui
Dan., female, A-general aspect,
r~movedi B-ri~ht valve; C-carapace, dorsal view,

lef,t valve
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water Candonids liv'~ng in the Upper Danube Valley and its tributaries, in Austria.
The description and the notations of the ostracod follows the
system used by Danielopol and Cvetkov (1979) (I-long, s-short,
~-claw) .
SYSTEMATICS
Mixtacandon'a

botosaneanui,

Danielopol, 1978b(ll.

Holotype. A female deposited at the Institute of Speology «E.
G. Racovitza», Bucharest.
Type locality. The cave Zamonita in the Mounts Almajului,
Jud. Caras Severin (see for location, Botosaneanu and Negrea,
1972).
Material

A dozen of specimens (adult females and juveniles) collected
in the Pestera Zamonita by Mr. 1. Botosaneanu
(sample nr.
1118) one female collected in a well dug into a porous aquifer
in the village Berzasca, near Moldova Veche (see for location,
Dancau and Danielopol, 1972).
Description

Carapace and valves (fig. I, A-C, 2A): The shape is elongated,
oblong small size (0,57 - 0,6 mm length); dorsum almost straight;
large cardinal angles present: anterior and posterior margine
broadly round venter straight; greatests height medial, about
45 % the lingth. In dorsal view: narrow elliptic with pointed
extremities; greatest width less than 1/3 rd of the length. Internally: maximum width of the vestibulum, about 15% the length,
anteriorly, and 12% the length, posteriorly. In lateral view the
inner margin appears separated from the outer margin. Radial
pore canals short, more numerous on the anterior margin. The
position of the adductor muscle scars: in the central part of one
valve. The outer lamella is smooth without omamentation. The
left valve slightly larger than the right one.
Eyes: invisible.
Antennule fig 2,B,Cl: Length ratios of segments 2-7 are 2/1,
6/1,4/1, 5/1, 5/2, 2. Chaetotaxy: II=A-Is, P-O; III=A-Is, P-O; IV=
A-21, P-Is; V=A-21, P-Is; VI=A-21, P-2s; VII=lc, 21, Ya. The two
posterior setae of the 6th segment of equal size, a little longer
than the distal segment. This latter with a strong sclerotized
(1) Species ded:cated to Mr. L, Botosaneanu, who first collected. ,u~e species,
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Fig. 2 . Mixtacandona
botosaneanui
Dan., female. A.J.eft valve; B.antennule;
C-aesthetasc Ya; D-G - antenna; D.general aspect; E.aesthetasc
Y3
WId adjacent seta; F-aesthetasc Y; G.a,esthetasc Y1•
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seta (c), 2 unequal setae and an antennular aesthetasc Ya (the
hyaline extremity represent 40% of the aesthetasc
length).
Antenna (fig. 2, D-G): Exopodite with 2 short and one long
setae. Endopodite 3 segmented. Chaetotaxy: I = P-Y,ls, 11; II+
III=A-2s,P-Yl,tl-t4IY2"D-GI,G2,G3,zl-z3; IV = Gl'-!,Gm,Y3,21. The
aesthetasc Y long (107% the length of the 1st endopodial segment).
The aesthetascs
Y1-Y3 with a distal hyaline
extremity.
The ZI-Z3setae inserted on the lateral side. The length of the
claw G1 represents 11/2times of the 1st endopod al segment. The
length of the G2 represents about 2/3rd of the G1 length. The
length ratio Gm/GM is 5,4/7,3.
Mandible (fig. 3,A): The length ratio of the last 2 segments
of the mandibular palp is 2/1. The chaetotaxy of the palp: 1=
1-11 (smoot) 11 (plumose), Is (smooth with a filamentous tip),
Is (conate-papose) II=E-21, 1-3+2 (papose); III=-31, 1-31; IV=
lc, lc (fused to the segments and distally pectinated), 21. The
2nd segment on the interior side with 2 rows of setae; one has
3 long setae, the second 2, one long and one shorter.
Maxillule (fig. 3,B): The 3 endites with stout setae. The maxillula palp with 4 papose setae on the proximal segment and
6 setae on the distal segment.
Maxilla (fig. 3,C): Exopodite and endopodite, each with 3
short setae. Masticatory lobe with 12 setae.
1st thoracic limb (fig. 3,D): Chaetotaxy: Pro - 0; 1-0; II-Is; III
-Is; IV-Is, lc,ls. The length of the distal claw is 11/2times of the
1st endopodial segment.
2nd thoracic limb (fig. 3E): Chaetotaxy: Pr.=E-2s, I-Is, 1=-0;
II + III = E-Is; IV = 11,2s.The 2nd and 3rd endopodial segment are
fused and a shallow intersegmental
groove is visible on the
outer side.
Furca (fig. 3,F): The distal claws nearly equal; the anterior
claw 2/3rd of the furcal shaft. The anterior and posterior setae are tiny.
Male unknown.
Discussion

Th".s species was first recognised
by Professor H. L6ffler when he studied the ostracod collection of Mr. L. Botosaneanu. It has close affinities with M. transleithanica
(L6ffler,
1960) from Austria and with M. chappuisi (Klie, 1943) from
Romania. M. translethanica
(L6ffler) has a small vestibulum
(12,5% the length). The ventral inner margin, in lateral view,
appears fused with the outer margin. The cleaning leg has
the 2nd and the 3rd endopodial segments fused and an outer
circular intersegmental groove. L6ffler (1960) wrote: "Der Putz-
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Fig. 3 - Mixtacandona
botosaneanui
Dan., female. A-mandibular palp; B-maxillule; C maxJla; D.lst thoracic l;mb; E-2nd thoracic limb; F.furca.
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fuss tnlgt am Grundlied drei Borsten, sein vorletztes Glied is
in zwei Scheinglieder geteilt". p. 27.
The female of M. chappuisi (Klie) collected from alluvial
sediments of the Dragan Valley (see Klie, 1943) has a carapace
similar to that of M. botosaneanui Dan. (0,58% length) the maximal heigth 45% the length. The anterior and posterior vestibules
are slightly larger (17% and 19% the length) than those of
,\1. botosaneanui.
The antennular
chaetotaxy
is: II=A-ls,
P-O; III=A-ls, P-O; IV=A-11, P-ls; V=A-O,P-O; VI=A-ll,P-2s;
VII=lc,21,Ya. The antenna has on the anterior side of the 2nd
endopodial segment only one short seta; The aesthetasc Y represents 87,5% on the 1st endopodial segment. The male of Mixtacanoona
chappuisi illustrated by Klie, 1943 (fig. 4, 5, 10)
was found in a well in Bratca and belonges to a species close
to Mixtacandona
laisi (Danielopol, in. preparaiton).
Mixtacandona

loffleri.

Danielopol, 1978b (lJ.

Holotype. A female deposited at the Limnologisches Institute,
Vienna.
Type locality. Ada Kaleh Island, Danube (jud. MehedintiJ.
Material

3 males and 6 females collected in a well in Ada-Kaleh Island,
near Orsova (leg. A. Danielopol and D.L.D.J, 1 female in a well
at Virciorova, near Ada-Kaleh (leg. E. Serban and D. Dancau)
and 1 female and several juveniles in a well at Moldova Noua,
Jud. Caras-Severin, leg. E. Serban (see for location Dancau
and Danielopol, 1972).
Description

Carapace and valves (fig. 4,A-F): trapezoidal, small size
(0.63-0.64 mm length), no sexaual dimorphism; dorsum almost
straight, large cardinal angles present; anterior margin broadly
rounded; venter straigth. Greatest height in the central area,
about 51% the length on the left valve and 50% on the right
one. In dorsal view the carapace is narrow elliptical with pointed extremities; greatest width less than l/rd of the length. The
left valve sleghtly larger than the right one. Internally: maximum width of the vestibulum about 18-20% anteriorly and 1415% posteriorly. In lateral and ventral view the inner margin
appears separated from the outer margin. Radial pore canals
short, open subterminally on the outer lamella; they are more
numerous on the anterior and antero-ventral
margin and decreas in number on the postero-ventral and posterior margins.
1) Species dedicated to Prof. H. Lamer, Limnologisches Institut, Vienna.
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Fig. 4 - Mixtacandona
16jJieri Dan" carapace and valves, A, B, D, F-male; Cfemale; A, D, E, F-left valve; A-general aspect; D.F _ details of the
anterior, posterior and ventral margins; B, C - carapace.
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The position of the adductor muscle scars: in the central P.
Ornamentation: outer lamella smooth.
Eyes: invisible in living specimens.
Antennule
similar to those of M. botosaneanui.
Length
ratio of segments 2-7 are: 3,5 - 2,8 - 2, 5- 2,3 - 2,6 - 3,8. Chaetotaxy: II=A-ls, P-O; III=A-ls, P-O; IV=A-21,P-ls;V=A-21,P-ls; VI
=A-21,P2s; VII=lc,21,Ya.
Antenna (fig. 5, A-D, 6, A-B): Exopodite with 2 short and one
long setae. Endopodite dimorphic; fem.ale: 3 segmented; chaetotaxy: I=P-Y, IS,11;II+III=A-ls,P-YI,t,-t41,Yz,D-GI,Gz,G3,zI,zz;IV=
GM,Gm,Y3,21.
The aesthetasc Y long (102% of the length of the 1st endopodial segment). The distal part of the aesthetascs Y'-Y3 is
hyaline and the outer surface is covered with minute pits. The
Zl small; Zz twice the length of the distal endopodial segment;
both Zl and Zz inserted on the lateral side of the segment. The
length of the claw G, is 142,6% of the 1st endopodial segment.
The length of the Gz represents about 61% of the G, length.
The length ratio of Gm/GM is about 2/3. The male: 4 endopodial segments; tz,t3 rod-shaped, z, inserted on the medial side
of the segment. The length ratios GJI=I,5 and Gz/G,=1/3.
Mandible (fig. 6, C, D): The gnathobasis with 7 pointed teeth
and a papose guide seta. The chcaetotaxy of the mandibular
palp is: 1=1-11 (smooth), 11 (plumose), Is (smooth with filamentous tip), Is (conate papose); II=E-21, 1-3+2 (papose); III
=E-31,D-3,I-21,1s;IV =lc, lc (fused to the segment and distally
pectinate d) , 21.
Maxillule: similar to those of M. botosaneanui.
Maxilla (fig. 5, E-G): Exopodite with 3 setae. Endopodite dimorphic. Female, with a single segment and 3 distal setae; the
central one longer. Male: the clasping organs slightly asymmetric; the left one inflated ventro-distaly; the right endopodite resembl:ng the left 'One but without a ventro-distal protuberance.
(Note that the clasping organ in the figure 5, G is in a slightly
obl'ique position) .
1st thoracic limb (fig. 7,Bl: Chaetotaxy: Pr-O;I=O; II=ls; III
=ls; IV=ls, lc, Is. The length of the distal claw is 144% of the
1st endopodial segment.
2nd thoracic limb (fig. 7, C): resembling those of M. botosaneanui.

Furca (fig. 7, D): the anterior claw about 60% of the shaft
length. The posterior claw shorter (90% of the anterior claw
length); anterior and posterior setae, minute.
The female genital lobe (fig. 7, D): flat, round posteriorly.
Hemipenis (fig. 8, A): peniferum with a lateral fingerlike lobe (a); the ventral margin (see arrow) of the medial lobe (b)
largely bent toward the lateral side. The distal margin of the
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Fig. 5 - Mixtacandona
16f}leri Dan. A-E _ female; iF, G-male; A-D - antenna;
A.general aspect; B.detail of the endopodite; C.aesthetasc Y; D-di.
stal part of the aesthetasc Y; E.maxilla; F,G.left and right clasping
organs.
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lobe D, (h), largely rounded. The bursa copulatrix (e) with
a finger-like lobe on each side (Note that the hemipenis niustrated above should be in the post copulation-retroaction
positionr. The medial sclerotized strip (c) with 2 distal arms .
Discussion
Mixtacandona
loffleri
shows close affinities
with Mixtacandona laisi vindobonensis
(L6ffler, 1963) from the Upper Da-

nube Valley, near

Vienna. The male copulatory organ of M.
(fig. 8, E) differs from those of M. lOffleri
as follows: the distal tip (see arrow) of the medial lobe
(b) is slightly bent toward the lateral side; the lobe D (h) is
less extruded from the peniferum; the peniferum is narrower
than those of M. loffleri;
the bursa copulatrix
(e) does
not display 2 lateral distal processes. The carapace height of
M. laisi vindobonensis does not reach 50% of the length (tab.
1), opposed to M. loffleri, which exceeds it slighty. The male
clasping organs of the maxilla are almost symmetric (fig. 8,
F, G) in M. laisi vindobonensis
(the ventro-distal protuberance
of the left endopodite is poorly developed).
laisi vindobonensis

Table 1 - Carapace hight of Mixtacandona

lOjJleri and Mixtacandona

laisi

vin.

dobonensis.

Taxa and location

Nr.
specimen

Height in % of
length ,(mean
value)

Confidence
limits

9

51.44

50.99.51.89

19

45.73

45.09.46.38

M. lOjJleri

(Ada-Kaleh lsI.)
M. laisi

vindobonensis

(Lobau.Eberschiittwasser)

Phreatocandon'a

Danielopol, 1978b.

Diagnosis

Carapace elongated with the posterior end acuminated. Antennal exopodite with 3 short setae. The 1st thoracic limb has
on the 3rd endopodial segment a long seta which represents
about double the length of this segment. The 2nd thoracic limb
without setae on the first two endopodial segments; the distal
segment bears three long setae.
Type-species. Phreatocandona motasi.
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Fig. 6 - Mixtacandona
neral aspect;
thobasis.
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Dan., male. A. B.antenna; C. n-mandible;
B-endopodite; C-mandibular palp; D-mandibular

16tfieri

A-gegna-
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Fig. 7 - A-D.Mixtacandona
lojJleri
Dan.; E-Mixtacandona
laisi
vindobonensis
(Lom.>. A, E-male; B.D . female, A, E'hemipenis, lateral view; B.lst
thoracic limb; C-2nd thoracic limb; D-furca and genital lobe.
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Fig. 8 - A-E - Phreatocandona motasi Dan., female. A, B _ lef,t and right valves,
general aspect; C-anterior margin, left valve, detail; D-carapace, dorsal view; E-mandibular palp; F-furca and genital lobe. F,G _ Mixtacandona laisi vindobonensis (LCiffi.), male; F-left clasping organ; Gright clasping organ.
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1978b.

Holotype. A female deposited at the Limnologische Institut,
Vienna. Type locality. A well in Jiblea near Calimanesti in the
Olt Valley (Jud. Valcea).
Material

3 females, 2 juveniles found in the well of Jiblea.
Description

Carapace and valves (fig. 8, A-D, 10): Thin calcareous lamellae; .
In dorsal view, anterior and posterior thirds, very pointed;
sharp asymmetry of the valves, the left one is more elongated
than the right one. The valves have the anterior margin strongly bent, the dorsal straight which in his posterior part forms
with the ventral margin a sharp angle; the ventral margin
slightly concave in the central third. The fused zone is narrow
and traversed by short marginal pore canals; there are more
canals on the anterior and antero-ventral margins than on the
ventro-posterior
one. The vestibullum less developed on the
anterior side than on the posterior one; (9% of the carapace
length against 18% the length). The inner marginal line is
strongly bent on the anterior and posterior sides.
Selvage and flange poorly developed. Hinge adont, the left
valve has a dorsal groove. Maximal height (36% the length)
and width (29'70 the length) in the anterior third. The adductor
muscle scars in an antero-subcentral
positions. Valves asymmetric, the left one larger (0,65 mm length) than the right one
(0,64 mm). Ornamenation: surface of the lamellae smooth.
Antenna (fig. 9, A-E): Exopodite with 3 short setae of equal
length. Endopodite 3 segmented. Chaetotaxy: I=P-Y,ls,11; II+
III =A-ls,P- Y1, t1, tz (t3, t4 invisibile), D-Z[-Z3,G1,GZ,G3;
IV = GM,Gm21,
Y3•
G1 represent 186% the length of the 1st endopodial segment;
Gz, very small and slender, slightly exceeding the length of the
distal segment. The Y1 reduced. The Gm is 1/5 shorter than GM•
The distal part of the aesthetasc Y3 represents 30% of the total
length.
Mandibular palp fig. (8, E): Chaetotaxy: 1=1-11 (smooth), 11
(plumose), Is (paposel. Is (smooth); II=I-3+1-2,E-O; III=I-31,
D-11; IV-lc,Ie (fused to the segment, distaly pectinated), 21.
Maxillular palp: 3 long and one short setae on the distal margin of the proximal segment. The 3 inner setae of the distal
(1) Species dedicated

to to Prof. C. Motas ,(1891-1980),
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Fig. 9 _ Phreatocandona
motasi Dan., female. A.E . antenna; A-general aspect;
B.aesthetasc Y; C.exopodite; E-lateral and medial view of the endopodite; F-Ist thoracic limb; G.2nd thoracic limb; H.furca.
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segment are very short compared to the outer 2 claws (length
ratio 1:2). On the anterior side of the distal margin of the
proximal segment. The 3 inner setae of the distal segment are
very short compared to the 2 outer «claws».
Maxilla: The endopodite with 3 short distal setae; Exopodite
not visible.
1st thoracic limb (fig. 9, F): Chaetotaxy: Pr=O; I=O; II=ls;
III=11,1s; IV=ls,lc,ls. The length of the distal claw is 144% the
length of the 1st endopodial segment. The long seta of the 3rd
endopodial segments represents 55% of the distal claw.
2nd thoracic limb (fig. 9, G): Chaetotaxy: Pr=1l,I-11; I=O,
II+III=ls;
IV=31. There is no groove on the middle segmnt
suggesting a rest of the intersegmentary
joint. The distal segment with 3 setae; the length ratios are 1,3 - 2 - 3,2.
Furca and genital lobe (fig. 9, H): The furcal shaft is short.
The length ratios between the anterior and posterior setae and
the anterior and posterior claws are: 1 - 2 - 3,1 - 6,8. The anterior claw represents 86% of the furcal shaft. The genital lobe
is round.
Eyes: invisible on living specimen.
Male unknown.
Discussion

The carapace resemble that of "Candona» fossiliformis
(Mazepova, 1970) and that of the Mixtacandona
of the group ljovuschkini
(Danielopol and Cvetkov, 1979). The structure of the
2nd thoracic limb resembles those of Candona, Fabaeformiscandona and Pseudocandona (see Klie, 1938, b). No other candonid genera have 3 tiny setae on the anetnnal exopodite, a
very long seta on the 3rd endopodial segment of the 2nd thoracic limb and the antennal aesthetasc Yr and the antennal claw
G2 very small. The furca with a strong asymmetry between the
anterior and posterior claws is similar to .Pseudocandona marchica (Hartw).

Fig. 10 - Phreatocandona
motasi Dan., female
T. Orghidan, Bucharest),

(photomicrograph

made by Dr.
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Fig. 11 _ The geographic distribution
the group laisi-chappuisi.

of the Mixtacandona

species belonging to

motasi
occurs in a well where other
groundwater animals have been found i.e. Niphargus alutensis
and Niphargopsis
sp. (amphipods)
(Dancau,
1971), Pseudocandona serbani (Danielopol, 1978b) (an ostracod)
and a water mite belonging to the family Stygotrombidiidae.
Phreatocandona

remarquable

BIOGEOGRAPHICAL COMMENTS
The Mixtacandona
species of the group laisi-chappuisi
are
widely distributed in Europe (fig. 11). It must be noticed that
this group of species does not occur in Northern Europe, in
areas covered by ice during the Pleistocene. The other groups
of Mixtacandona have more restricted distributions. The groupe
ljovuschini
and riongessa are located in East Europe (Danielopol and Cvetkov, 1979) and the group tau rica in East, South
~nd South-west Europe CDanielopol, 1978a),
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botosaneanui
Dan. and Mixtacandona
16ffleri
in the Lower Danube Valley, in Romania, are
to Mixtacandona
transleithanica
(Lof'f1er) and
Mixtacandona
laisi vindiObonensis (Loffler) occuring in or near
the Upper Danube Valley, in Austria (Loffler, 1960, 1963, 1964,
Dan'ielopol, 1976, 1978b).
The distribution of other subterranean
Candoninae occurring
in or near the Lower'Danube
Valley in Romania differ from
those found in the Upper Danube Valley in Austria e.g. Mixtacandona pietrosanii
Dan & Cvetk. does not occur in Austria
(Danielopol and Cvetkov, 1979); Pseudocandona serbani Dan. ~s
very common in Romania but rare in Lower Austria (Dancau
and Danielopol, 1972, Danielopol, 1976, 1978b). Cryptocandona
kiefferi (Klie) which is common in Austria (Lof'f1er,1963, Danielopol, 1976) has never been found in Romania.
Mixtacandona

Dan. occurring
closely related

RESUME
On presente la description de Mixtacandona
botosaneanui.
Mixtacandona
et Phreatocandona
motasi. Les deux premieres especes appartiennenrt
dans Ie Sud-Ouest de la Roumanie, dans ou pres de la Vallee du Bas-Danube.
Phreatocandona
motasi vit dans l'aquifere poreux de 1a Vallee de l'Olt a Jiblea
au groupe laisi-chappuisi
et ont ete dans des aquiferes poreux €1t karstiques
pres de Calimanesti. Des informations biogeographiques sont donnees sur la
distribution des Mixtacandona
du groupelaisi-chappuisi
eit des Candoninae
hypogeeS de la Vallee du Bas-Danube, en Roumanie.
16ttleri
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Effets des informations chimiques provenant d'un milieu
habite par des congeneres sur I'orientation topographique
du poisson cavernicole Phreatichthys andruzzii
Vinciguerra (Pisces, Cyprinidae).*

R. Berti•• , G. Thines ••• et B. Lefevre."

SUMMARY

Two series of experiments were performed on the oriented locomotor reo
sponses of 27 specimens of the blind cave fish Phreatichthys
andruzzii
from
Somalia using a three-compartment
choice apparatus.
The oriented
responses were observed individually from the central compartment
towards
either of the extreme ones. In one of them, 500 ml water were introduced
from either the tank in which the test fish had previously resided with conspecifics (1st series, 46 experiments)
or from another tank occupied by unknown conspecifics, the other compartment
receiving an equivalent volume
of pure water. The two series were peI'formed in random blocks of 6 expe.
riments, the momentary position of the test fish ,being noted every 30 seconds
after an adaptation period of at least 4 hours. Results, analyzed in 9 blocks
of 5 minutes show a definite preferential
orientation of the fishes for the
compartment
containing chemical information from both known or unknown
conspecifics. This effect is discussed in relation to the ecological conditions
in which the species rmder study lives.

INTRODUCTION
Le role des stimulations sensorielles susceptibles de determiner l'orientation de la locomotion chez les poissons cavernicoles a ete principalement etudie, a l'origine, sous Ie rapport de
la stimulation photique et, secondairement, sous Ie rapport de

••
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la stimulation mecanique. Ces deux types de signaux ne presentent pas une importance de principe egale dans Ie guidage
de la locomotion en raison des conditions ecologiques dans lesquelles vivent ces especes. Les donnees relativement nombreuses que l'on possede au sujet des effets de la stimulation lumineuse sont difficiles a interpreter du point de vue de l'adaptation biologique, vu qu'elles concernent une modalite sensorielIe dont la valeur de survie n'est pas evidente chez les organismes
vivant dans un milieu perpetuellement
obscur. Les quelques
hypotheses que l'on peut emettre a ce sujet ont ete discutees
dans Ie travail d'ensemble de Thines (1969). Plus recemment
trois etudes de Ercolini et Berti (1975, 1977, 1978a) ont egalement aborde Ie probleme de la sensibilite photique chez les
poissons cavernicoles somaliens. Les auteurs pre cites ont du
reste principalement envisage les potentialites receptrices des
poissons etudies, et n'ont aborde Ie probleme de l'utilite biologique de ces reponses que de fac;;on secondaire. Toutefois,
s'il n'est pas exclu qu'une reaction photonegative contribue a
maintenir dans une certaine mesure les poissons cavernicoles
a l'interieur de leur biotope obscur et ales soustraire, en principe, grace a ce mecanisme a la pression selective elevee du
milieu epige, il y a lieu de remarquer que dans certains types
d'habitats, la stimulation lumineuse semble moins determinante que dans d'autres. En effet, certaines especes comme Uegitglanis zammaranoi qui vit dans la nappe phreatique somalienne, visitent les zones eclairees artificielles comme les puits, ou
elles sont apparemment
attirees par des signaux chimiques
provenant des debris organiques probablement plus nombreux
a cet endroit. Cependant, comme l'ont observe Ercolin'i et Berti
(1978), l'Uegitglanis
zammaranoi
ne visite qu'exceptionnellement les puits pendant Ie jour, ce qui semble indiquer que l'obscurite favorise l'extension de ces explorations dans les parties
epigees artificielles du milieu. Les memes auteurs supposent
en outre que ces visites nocturnes sont egalement favorisees
par Ie fait que les milieux exterieurs sont denues a ces moments,
de v~brations
mecaniques
resultant
de la presence hum a i n e. Dans la mesure
ou cet e x e m pIe
est representatif,
les comportments
observes
peuvent
etre expliques a partir de deux causes possibles: 1) l'uniformite
de l'obscurite pendant la periode nocturne qui' rendrait ind:stinctes les limites de l'habitat et, 2) la presence dans les zones exposees a la lumiere pendant la periode diurne, de substances chimiques liees a la presence de matieres organ:ques plus abondantes en ces endroits. II est difficile dans l'etat actuel de nos connaissances, en particulier en raison de notre ignorance des conditions biologiques exactes presentes dans la nappe phreatique,
de decider de l'importance relative de ces diverses stimulations
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dans Ie declenchement des comportements observes. De toute
fa<;on Ie fait que 1'Uegitglanis et d'autres especes cavemicoles
soient observes dans des zones eclairees comme les puits indique
11 premiere vue que les reponses chimiques dominent dans
certa'~ns cas les reponses ph'Otonegatives. Ces quelques remarques doivent induire 11 la prudence lorsque ron tente d'interpreter les responses photiques observees en laboratoire, particulierement en ce qui concerne Ie signe negabf des reponses.
Quant aux signaux mecaniques, bien qu'ils constituent une
source d'information 11 distance porticulierement
bien adaptee
en principe, aux conditions du milieu souterrain obscur, ils ne
semblent pas avoir pris une importance particuliere dans les
aspects constructifs de revolution des Vertebres cavernicoles.
Le systeme lateral des Teleostomes et des Urodeles cavernicoles
presente en effet un developpement tres variable mais guere
different de celui que ron observe chez les formes epigees
(Thines et Durand, 1973 - Thines, 1979). Cependant, dans une
serie d'etudes consacrees au comportement alimentaire, divers
auteurs ont aborde secondairement
cette question en raison
du fait que, dans certaines circonstances, les particules alimentaires peuvent etre detectees tant par voie mecanique que par
voie chimique (Thines, Soffie et Vandenbussche
1966 - Thines
et Wissocq, 1972 - Thines et Capon, 1975). Ajoutons que les
conditions physiques caracterisant
les milieux dans lesquels
vivent les especes cavernicoles peuvent ne pas etre favorables 11 la transmission de signaux mecaniques dans Ie milieu
liquide, meme s'il est vrai que ces signaux permettent theoriquement un reperage facile dans l'obscurite.
Dans Ie cas de la nappe phreatique, il est fort probable que
la topographie du milieu est loin d'etre uniforme et offre sans
doute de nombreux plans de reflexion (roches, failles, etc.l qui
peuvent non seulement empecher une propagation lineaire directe du signal mecanique et causer une deformation consecutive des ondes mecaniques, mais egalement provoquer un
amortissement irregulier et non homogene des ondes de propagation. Dans ces conditions, si les signaux mecaniques peuvent
jouer un certain role dans Ie reperage d'objets et de congeneres 11 courte distance, il semble improbable qu'ils puissent f'Ournir des indices suffisants dans la localisation precise et facile
de la source emissive 11 longue distance, ee qui n'est pas 11 negliger etant donne les distances considerables couvertes par
ces habitats. Dans les milieux karstiques, par ailleurs, les chutes d'eau qui se deversent dans certaines nappes determinent
fort probablement, dans certains cas, un masquage pratiquement permanent
des signaux mecaniques utilisables par les
poissons.
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On peut conclure de ce qui precede que la stimulation mecanique semble presenter trop d'inconvenients pour garantir,
au moins dans les milieux naturels, la transmission precise
a distance de toute une serle d'informations
facilement exploitables par les poissons. Des lors, sans nier que la transmission de signaux de nature mecanique puisse jouer un role important dans la biologie des poissons cavernicoles, il nous semble
qu'elle represente a elle seule un moyen relativement peu puissant pour vehiculer les informations necessaires a l'orientation
de ces poissons.
A ce propos, il ne nous semble pas errone d'avancer l'hypothese selon laquelle une autre source d'information
pourrait
intervenir et qui pourrait, selon nous, consister en une transmission d'information
par voie chimique. La transmission
d'information par des signaux d'un tel type presenterait plusieurs
avantages par rapport a la precedente: 1> dans l'espace, la
formation de gradients de concentration offre la possibilite de
determiner aisement la localisation de la source emissive et la
distance a laquelle elle se trouve, 2) les signaux chimiques
bien etales dans Ie temps et relativement stables, permettent
Ie transport passif d'informations
meme a grande distance,
sans diminution sensible de leur directionalte et de leur contenu.
L'etude du role des signaux chimiques dans Ie comportement
des poissons cavernicoles parait d'autant plus justifiee, qu'outre
l"adequation de principe deja signalee de ces signaux aux conditions physiques du milieu souterrain, il s'agit d'un aspect de
l'ethologie de ces especes qui n'a pas ete aborde jusqu'a present de fay on systematique. Si ces signaux interviennent
en
effet dans l'orientation de la locomotion, il doivent probablement revetir une signification biologique bien definie dans la
vie sociale de ces poissons. Cet aspect de la biologie des cavernicoles est fort mal connu, principalement en raison des difficultes que l'on rencontre dans l'observation des comportements
des cavernicoles dans leur milieu naturel et de l'impossibilite
absolue, jusqu'a present, de proceder a de telles observations
sur les especes qui vivent dans la nappe phreatique. Ainsi,
donc, les faits qui sont discutes dans ce travail debouchent
indirectement, a notre sens, sur l'etude ethologique proprement
dite des Vertebres cavernicoles, laquelle souleve de toute evidence des problemes tres ardus comme Thines (1979) l'a signale.
Dans Ie present travail, no us avons fait l'hypothese qu'un
milieu occupe pendant un certain temps par un groupe de
poissons cavernicoles etait caracterise par la presence d'informations chimiques liees a la presence des poissons et susceptibles de guider l'orientation locomotrice de congeneres.
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MATERIEL ET METHODE
Dans la presente recherche, nous avons dispose de 27 poissons recoltes en juin 1978 dans les puits de Bud-Bud <Rep. Dem.
Somalienne} et repartis en deux groupes des ignes par a et b
de 13 et 14 exemplaires respectivement, quelques jours apres
leur capture. Des ce moment, et jusqu'au terme de nos experiences, c'est-a-dire pendant une periode de 10 mois environ,
ils ont ete places dans deux aquariums distincts, designes par
.A et B entre lesquels tout contact direct ou indirect a ete soigneusement evite. En depit du fait que les poissons avaient ete
reunis en un groupe unique au cours de leur capture, nous
avons estime qu'une telle periode suffisait a exclure toute reconnaissance entre les individus des deux groupes, reconnaissance qui serait liee a une eventuelle memoire des caracteristiques chimiques propres au groupe initial.
Dans nos experiences, les poissons pouvaient s'orienter individuellement a partir de Ie zone centrale de l'aquarium, vers
l'une ou l'autre de ses extremites, l'une de celles-ci contenant
de l'eau dans laquelle avaient sejourne prealablement des congeneres, selon Ie schema decrit plus loin. Dans ces conditions,
on pouvait aisement observer la preference manifestee par
l'animal pour l'une ou l'autre des deux zones, selon la frequence avec laquelle il visitait l'une ou l'autre de celles-ci. Nous
avons effectue deux series d'experiences: dans la premiere,
nous avons etudie la reaction des poissons aux traces chimiques
provenant de leur propre aquarium de stockage, et donc de
leur groupe d'appartenance.
Dans la seconde, nous avons etudie la reaction des poissons aux traces chimiques proven ant
de l'aquarium de stockage de l'autre groupe de poissons, qui
leur etait inconnu. Pour simplifier les choses, nous parlerons
d'un schema axA ou bxB dans Ie cas de la premiere serie, ou
d'un schema axB ou bxA dans Ie cas de la seconde serie, c'esta-dire selon que Ie milieu d'ou provenaient les informations
chimiques etait occupe par un groupe de congeneres connus
ou non du poisson-test. Les experiences de la premiere serie
(46 au total) et celles de la seconde serie (36 au total) ont ete
effectuees au cours d'une meme periode de temps (Mars-Avril
79). Les deux series ont ete effectuees par blocs de 6 experiences en ordre aleatoire, afin de rendre les donnes comparables.
Dispositif

experimental

et conduite

des experiences.

Le dispositif experimental etait constitue de deux aquariums
de stockage, d'une batterie de 6 aquariums experimentaux
et
d'un aquarium contenant de l'eau de reserve. Les deux groupes
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de poissons dont nous disposions ant ete places pendant les
six mois avant Ie debut des experiences et durant celles-ci, dans
deux aquariums identiques de 100 1 de capacite chacun. Les
seuls objets presents dans les aquariums etaient les tuyaux de
la pompe assurant Ie filtrage de l'eau.
Afin d'eliminer autant que possible toute turbulence, Ie tuyau
de sortie de la pompe etait insere dans un cylindre en matiere
plastique de 33.5 cm de hauteur et de 5 cm de diametre, place
verticalement
dans un coin de l'aquarium. Ce cylindre etait
ouvert a son extremite superieure, ce qui permettait l'ecoulement de l'eau filtree a travers la pompeo De plus, on prenait
la hauteur du cylindre com me reference pour contr6ler la baisse du niveau de l'eau consecutive a l'evaporation; celle-ci etait
alors compensee en adjoignant de l'eau distillee, afin d'eviter
une concentration progressive des elements en solution.
Les aquariums experimentaux
etaient de longs parallelepipedes en verre colle de 180 cm de longueur, de 8 cm de largeur
et de 20 cm de hauteur (Fig. 1). Des glissieres appliquees a la
surface interne de l'aquarium pouvaient recevoir des cloisons
mobiles en mat:ere plastique qui', une fois en place, partageaient l'aquarium en 3 sections de 60 cm de longueur chacune.
Chacune des 3 sections decrites ci-dessus etait fermee a sa partie superieure au moyen d'un couvercle en plexiglas transparent, permettant de realiser dans l'aquarium un eclairage depourvu de toute zone d'ombre. Un petit espace entre les trois
couvercles permettait de soulever les cloisons de leur siege.
Deux supports en matiere plastique, places aux deux extremites de l'aquarium
(Fig. I-b), pouvaient recevoir deux flaconslaveurs en matiere plastique d'une capacite de 500 ml (Fig. I-a).
Le dispositif etait enfin complete par un aquarium de 200 1
de capacite utilise comme reserve d'eau. Cet aquarium etait
pourvu d'une resistance thermostatique qui permettait d'elever
tres rapidement la temperature
de l'eau, il etait egalement
pourvu d'une pompe qui assurait une circulation permanente
de l'eau et empechait la formation de couches d'eau de temperature differente.
,
Au cours de chaque experience, Ie poisson qui allait etre
teste etait preleve de son propre aquarium de stockage et place
individuellement dans la section centrale de l'aquarium experimental, les cloisons etant en place. Le transfert du poisson
etait effectue de 4 a 14 heures environ avant Ie debut de l'observation, pour permettre a l'animal de s'adapter au milieu
experimental et, en outre, de surmonter Ie stress dD. au transfert. Apres cette periode d'adaptation,
on plac;:ait simultanement, a chacune des exremites de l'aquarium experimental, les
deux flacons-Iaveurs remplis, l'un avec de l'eau tiree de l'aquarium de stockage d'oD. provenait Ie poisson ou de l'aquarium
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Fig. 1

Schema du disposj,tJ,f experimental montrant
,les trois sections de
l'aquarium experimental pourvues de leurs glissieres et de leurs couvercles.
a: flacon-Iaveur
b: support du flacon-Iaveur

de stockage de l'autre groupe de poissons, l'autre avec de l'eau
provenant de la reserve. L'extremite de l'aquarium a laquelle
on devait appliquer Ie flacon contenant l'eau tiree d'un des
deux aquariums de stockage avait ete prealablement determinee en utilisant une table de nombres au hazard de telle fac;:on
que ce flacon soit dispose un nombre egal de fois d'un cote et
de l'autre soit au eours d'une marne seance experimentale, soit
sur l'ensemble des experiences. De la mame facon, on a rendu
aleatoire la duree de la periode d'adaptation qui precedait les
experiences.
Les flacons-laveurs etant pourvus de 2 tubes, l'un pour la
sortie de l'eau, l'autre pour la rentree de l'air, se vidaient sans
bruit, en 30 secondes environ, apres quoi ils etaient retires.
Cinq minutes apres l'applieation des flacons (periode indispensable pour permettre une diffusion suffisante de l'eau dans les
2 sections de l'aquarium experimental), on enlevait les cloisons
de separation et on commenc;:ait l'observation. Cette derniere,
d'une duree totale de 45 minutes, eonsistait en un reperage et
en un enregistrement, toutes les 30 secondes, de la position du
poisson-test dans l'une ou l'autre des 3 sections de l'aquarium
experimental.
Chaque seance experimentale portait sur un total de 6 experiences. On testait done 6 poissons: 3 preleves d'un groupe, 3
de l'autre.
Etant donne Ie nombre assez limite de poissons dont nous
disposions, nous avons ete obliges de tester plusieurs fois les
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memes individus. Etant donne d'une part qu'il etait impossible
de marquer, et donc de reconnaitre individuellement
chaque
animal et qu'il etait necessaire d'autre part de soumettre tous
les poissons a un nombre comparable de tests en respectant
entre 2 tests successifs sur Ie meme poisson un delai suffisant,
les poissons ont ete identifies sur la base de leur taille (grande,
moyenne ou petite). Les individus utilises au cours d'une meme
seance ava'ient approximativement la meme grandeur. Ce procede a permis de satisfaire aux exigences methodologiques qui
viennent d'etre mentionnees. Les 6 poissons a tester dans chaque seance experimentale etaient transferes dans les aquariums
experimentaux a la meme heure et egalement replaces a la meme heure dans leur aquarium de stockage a la fin de la seance. On procedait ensuite a la vidange et au nettoyage des aquariums experimentaux. Le remplissage de ces derniers etait effectue deux heures environ avant Ie transfert, dans l'aquarium
experimental meme, des poissons a tester dans la seance suivante. L'eau utilisee pour Ie remplissage des 2 flacons-Iaveurs
presentait des caracteristiques
physico-chimiques comparables
a l'eau presente dans les aquariums experimentaux, vu qu'elle
etait tiree de la meme reserve. Dans toutes les experiences, la
hauteur de l'eau etait de 8 cm en sorte que Ie volume d'eau
dans chacune des trois sections de l'aquarium
experimental
etait de IS,8 1. Les aquariums de stockage, les aquariums
experimentaux
et Ie reservoir d'eau se trouvaient
dans Ie
local meme ou s'effectuaient les experiences; celui-ci etait thermostatise de fa<;;onque l'eau de tous les aquariums presentait
une temperature de 28.S0 C. Le local etait continuellement ec1aiIe par 8 ampoules rouges de 25 Watts chacune, dont Ie spectre
d'emission est donne a la Fig. 2. Les 6 aquariums experimentaux etaient places au milieu du local leur grand cote etant
perpendiculaire
a l'alignement des lampes, chacune d'entre
elles surplombant Ie point central de chaque aquarium experimental. Cette disposition des sources lumineuses a ete adoptee
afin d'eviter un ec1airage differentiel de part et d'autre des
aquariums memes, etant donne la photophobie tres marquee
observee chez Ie Phreatichthys. Celle-ci est toutefois moins nette
pour les grandes longueurs d'onde (Ercolini et Berti, 1975).
Pendant les 60 jours qui ont precede Ie debut des experiences,
les poissons ont ete nourris avec de la nourriture seche pour
poissons tropicaux d'eau douce, une fois tous les deux jours
au minimum, et une fois tous les quatre jours au maximum.
Ce rythme a ete maintenu au cours des experiences elles-memes a ceci pres que les poissons n'etaient plus nourris au cours
des 20 heures precedant les seances experimentales. En outre,
Ie filtrage de l'eau etait interrompu avant chaque distribution
de nourriture et n'etait retabli qu'apres consommation totale
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des quantites distribuees afin d'eviter que d'eventuelles particules residuelles ne perturbent la reaction des poissons aux signaux chimiques des congeneres. Toutes les manipulations ont
ete les memes pour les deux aquariums. On peut done cons iderer qu'avant les experiences et au cours de celles-ci, les deux
groupes de poissons a et b ont ete places dans des conditions
identiques.

RESULTATS

Premiere serie.
Dans cette serie, les informations chimiques provenant de
l'aquarium occupe par Ie groupe a etaient fournies it un poisson-test qui avait lui-meme sejourne en A et celles provenant
de l'aquarium occupe par Ie groupe b etaient fournies it un
poisson-test qui avait sejourne en B (schema axA ou bxB mentionne plus haut: 46 experiences). Ces resultats d'ensemble obtenus pour cette serie sont donnes it la Fig. 3, ou sont representees les frequences absolues de presence des poissons-tests dans
trois zones de l'aquarium experimental, telles qu'elles ont ete
relevees toutes les 30 secondes au cours des 45 minutes d'observations effectuees pour chacune des 46 experiences.
L'examen de cette figure montre it l'evidence que la section
de l'aquarium experimental la plus frequentee par les poissonstests est celIe dans laquelle avait ete introduite de l'eau prove-
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Fig. 3 - Fnlquences absolues de presence des poissons-tests dans les trois sec.
tions de l'aquarium experimental (ElGperiences axA et bxB: congeneres
connus).
Histogramme superieur: section extreme contenant les traces chimiques
Histogramme central: section centrale
Histogramme inferieur: section extreme depourvue de traces chimiques
En abscisse: duree totale de l'observation
(45 minutes; 90 pointages).
Chaque point en ordonnee represente un pointage (total par colonne:
46 paints)

nant de leur aquarium de stackage. Les dannees relatives a
cette sectian sant representees a la partie superieure de la Fig.
3. La camparaisan des frequences .obtenues paur' cette sectian
et de celles .obtenues paur la sectian extreme appasee (partie
inferieure de la figure) met nettement en evidence la superiarite numerique des premieres, et permet de mieux evaluer
la preference manifestee paur la sectian cantenant les traces
chimiques sur taute la duree de l'experience. Quant a la partie
centrale de la Fig. 3, elle traduit les frequences de presence dans
la sectian centrale de l'aquarium experimental, lesquelles sant
dues a la fais a des chaix nan arientes et a;Ux passages .obliges
du paissan-test larsqu'il nage d'une sectian extreme a l'autre.
Les dannees relatives a la zane centrale ne peuvent etre camparees, camme telles, a celles des deux zanes extremes parce
que la sectian. centrale de l'aquarium n'est pas equivalente tapagraphiquement
aux deux autres: sa geametrie ne camparte
en effet pas les limites extremes; en .outr~ il s'agit de la sectian
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dans laquelle Ie poisson-test sejournait pendant la periode d'adaptation d'une duree de 4 it 14 heures avant Ie debut des observations (voir p. 108). La section centrale etait done, contralrement aux deux autres, bien connue du pofsson-test lorsqu'il
pouvait effectuer son choix au moment ou l'on ret ira it les parois de separation. Pour ces raisons, les donnees de la zone
centrale ne sont pas prises en consideration dans l'analyse statistique des resultats. En ce qui concerne cette derniere, les 46
experiences ont ete rangees en trois classes de frequences (Positive, Neutre et Negative) selon que, sur Ia duree totale de
chaque experience (45 minutes, 90 donnees), Ie nombre de pointages effectues dans la section contenant !'information chimique, etait superieur, egal ou inferieur au nombre de pointages
effectues dans la section extreme opposee de l'aquarium. Les
differences relevees entre les effectifs des classes Positive et
Negative ont ete traitees par Ie X2 (test it un echantillon, Siegel,
1956). Le meme traitement a ete applique au deroulement temporel des experiences. Chacune d'entre elles a ete repartie en
5 periodes de 9 minutes qui ont ete elles-memes rangees dans
les trois classes de frequences precitees. Les resultats de ces
analyses sont donnes au Tableau 1.

Tab. 1 . Analyse statistique des resultats obtenus dans les experiences axA et
bxB (congeneres connus): 46 experiences.
Intervalles
d'analyse
(minutes)

Effectifs des classes
de frequences
Negative
Neutre
Positive

p

'12

o -

45

38

o -

9

33

0

13

8.69

.001

32

2

12

9.09

.001

5.00

.02

0

-----_ ......... -

9 . 18

8
.. _--------_

p

19.56
..

<
<
<

<

.01

p

p
p

18 - 27

30

1

15

27 - 36

37

2

7

20.45

p

36 - 45

33

4

9

13.71

p

.001

<
<
<
<

.01
.05
.001
.001

Tant dans Ie cas des classes de frequences considerees sur
Ia duree totale de l'experience que dans Ie cas des classes de
frequences etablies par periode, Ies differences sont significatives.
L'evolution des differences au coursp.es 5 periodes peut etre
caracterisee comme SUIt:
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1) Le choix des poissons en faveur de la zone contenant une
information chimique provenant de congeneres connus, est tres
net au cours des 2 premieres periodes, c'est-a.-dire jusqu'a. 18
minutes apres Ie debut des observations.
2) On note une fluctuation dans la preference des poissons
au cours de la 3eme periode, c'est-a.-dire de 18 a. 27 minutes
apres Ie debut des observations.
3) Le choix initial des poissons en faveur de la zone contenant
des traces chimiques de congeneres connus est confirme et
meme renforce au cours des 2 dernieres periodes (de 27 minutes a. 45 minutes apres Ie debut des experiences).

Seconde Serie.
Dans la seconde sene, les informations provenant de l'aquarium occupe par Ie groupe a etaient fournies a. un poissontest qui avait sejourne en B et celles provenant de l'aquarium
occupe par Ie groupe b etaient fournies a. un poisson-test qui
avait sej'Ourne en A (schema axB et bxA mentionne plus haut:

..l! .

iil!I!!llii!!!II!I!!!!I!!!!!I!!I!IIIII!!Ii!!!li!!!!i!!!1!!II!!!!!!!!!!!i!li!i!!,ii!!!!I!I!
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Fig. 4 _ Frequences absolues de presence des poissons-tests dans Ies ,trois sections de l'aquarium experimentaI (Experiences bxA et axB: congeneres
inconnus),
Histogramme superieur: section extreme contenant les 'traces chimiques
Histogramme central: section centrale
Histogramme inferieur: section extreme depourvue de traces chimiques
En abscisse: duree ,totale de l'observation (45 minutes; 90 pointages).
Chaque point en ordonnee represente un pointage (total par colonne:
36 points),
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36 experiences). Les resultats d'ensemble obtenus pour cette serie sont donnes a la Fig. 4, ou, les frequences absolues sont
representees
comme a la Fig. 3. lei encore, la zone la plus
frequentee par les poissons est celIe dans laquelle on avait indroduit de l'eau provenant de l'aquarium de stockage, ce milieu etant, rappelons-Ie, inconnu du poisson-test. L'analyse statistique, effectuee selon la methode citee plus haut, met en evidence des differences significatives tant entre les classes de frequences considerees sur la duree totale de l'experience qu'entre
les classes etablies par periode. Toutefois, Ie niveau de signification est legerement inferieur en ce qui concerne la duree totale LOOl < p < .01 contre p < .001 dans la premiere serie).
En outre, l'evolution des differences au cours des 5 periodes
est tout a fait comparable a celIe qui avait ete mise en evidence dans la premiere serie, a ceci pres qu'au cours de la premiere periode, les poissons ne manifestent aucune preference significative pour la zone con tenant une information provenant
de congeneres inconnus.
Tab. 2 . Analyse statistique
axB (congeneres inconnus):

--

des resu1tats obtenus
36 experiences.

dans 1esexperiences

bxA et

-~~

Intervalles
d'ana1yse
(minutes)

o - 45
o .

Effectifs des classes de
frequences
Negative
Positive
Neutre
~- --~-~9
0
27

,2

P

9.00

.001

<

p <
p

20

4

12

2.00

.05

<

9 - 18

25

2

9

7.52

.001

18 - 27

24

1

11

4.82

.02

< p<
<p<

27 - 36

28

1

7

12.60

9

36 - 45

30

1

DISCUSSION

5

17.85

.01

.01
.05

p<

.001

p<

.001

ET CONCLUSIONS

11 importe de souligner avant toute chose Ie fait que les resuItats obtenus dans Ie schema (axA; bxB> et dans Ie schema
(axB; bxA)
vont dans Ie meme sens: qu'il s'agisse de traces
chimiques de congeneres connus ou inconnus, les poissons ont
tendance a s'orienter preferentiellement
en direction de cellecL Cependant, malgre leur convergence d'ensemble, les resultats des deux series presentent certaines differences caracteristiques dans leur evolution temporelle. Dans Ie cas d'une trace chimique provenant d'un milieu connu (lere serie), on obser-
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ve des les premIeres minutes de l'experience une polarisation
de la locomotion vers la zone qui contient cette information.
Cette orientation initiale est neanmoins suivie d'une legere diminution du phenomene qui se traduit par une intensification
de l'exploration dans diverses directions. Au terme de celle-ci
(c'est-a-dire au cours des 18 dernieres minutes de l'experience), la polarisation vers la zone initialement choisie reapparait et semble definitivement
etablie. La meme evolution
s'observe dans Ie cas d'une trace chimique provenant de congenere inconnus (2de serie), avec toutefois cette difference importante qu'il n'y a dans ce cas aucune polarisation initiale
nette avant la geme minute.
On peut donc supposer ou bien que contrairement
aux traces chimiques de congeneres connus, ces traces de congeneres
inconnus ne sont identifiees qu'apres un certain temps de latence, ou bien que, tout en etant identifiees comme signal ant
la presence de congeneres, elles informent l'animal-test de la
presence d'individus etrangers a son groupe. Ceci expliquerait
qu'il y ait attraction
(20 cas positifs contre 12 negatifs et .1
neutres au cours des premieres 9 minutes) sans que celle-ci
atteigne toutefois immediatement
un niveau d'intensite comparable a celui qui s'observe pour l'odeur de congeneres connus.
Bien que nos experiences aient ete realisees dans des conditions tres differentes de celles du milieu naturel et apres une
longue periode de captivite, les reactions observees nous semblent extremement interessantes
dans Ie contexte eco-ethologique. Les Phreatichthys
seraient apparemment capables d'utiliser des signaux chimiques emis pour gagner ou regagner une
zone du milieu occupe par des congeneres apres s'en etre eloignes activement ou en avoir ete eloignes passivement, comme
p. ex. sous l'action d'un courant. Ceci semble d'autant plus probable qu'il s'agit de populations monospecifiques (dans Ie cas contraire, en effet, d'autres especes de poissons cavernicoles auraient ete capturees dans les puits au meme titre que les Phreatichthys)
et que, de ce fait, toute trace chimique signale necessairement la presence de congeneres. Au vu des resultats
obtenus, on peut supposer qu'en raison des effets de la monospecificite, les traces chimiques de l'espece constituent des signaux capables d'orienter la locomotion d'un individu etqu'en
outre une certaine reconnaissance
du groupe semble intervenir sur la base des memes informations.
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RESUME
Deux seIles d'experiences out ete realisees sur les reponses 10comotrices
d'orientation
de 27 specimens du poisson cavernico1e aveug1e Phreatichthys
andruzzii
Vinciguerra originaire de la Somalie, dans un appareil a choi~ a
trois compartiments.
L'orientation locomotrice des poissons a ete re1evee individuellement a partir du compartiment central vers run des deux compartiments extremes. Dans l'un de ceux-ci on introduisait 500 m1 d'eau provenant,
soit de l'aquarium de stockage ou Ie poisson.test avait sejourne anterieurement avec des congeneres (lere serie, 46 experiences), soit d'un aquarium
de stockage dans Jeque1 se trouvaient
des congeneres inconnus (2de serie,
36 experiences), l'autre compartiment
recevant un volume equivalent d'eau
pure. Les deux series ont ete effectuees par blocs de 6 seances experimentales de 45 minutes en ordre aleatoire, la position momentanee du poisson.
test etant relevee toutes les 30 secondes apres une periode d'adaptation
de
4 heures minimum. 'Les resultats, analyses par tranches de 9 periodes de 5
minutes, mettent en evidence une orientation
pre!erentielle
tres nette des
poissons pour Ie compartiment
contenant une information chimique de congeneres tant connus ,qu'inconnus. Cet effet est discute en relation avec 1es
conditions ecologiques dans 1esquelles ,vit ,l'espece etudiee.
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